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March 20, 2020

A
s the sun’s last rays gradually wink out on the

horizon you find yourself rounding a bend on

the road you’ve been trudging along all day.

Hiding behind a copse of trees is just what a

weary traveler needs, a cozy little hamlet with

light spilling from windows and the promise of

a warm bed which sounds wonderful as your

pack full of rations and gear weighs heavy upon your back.

 

Striding into this unknown town you spot what appears to

be an inn or tavern (both if you are lucky) based on the groups

of people making their way there for supper, libations, and

conversation. Getting closer you see that this establishment

is called the Amorous Drunkard, featuring a sign with a

clearly inebriated man attempting to passionately kiss a mop.

 

As you open the door, the welcome smell of warm bread

and braised meats hits your nose. You heft your coinpurse a

bit: you should have no problem securing food and lodging

for the evening, even if it may not be in the finest room

available. In the glow of the hearthfire and the scattered

lanterns hanging from the rafters you see a room about half

full of groups of human men and women, conversation and

laughter ringing across the room.

 

Behind the bar is an elven woman, her visage is as grim as

it is scarred. Her face has multiple short slashes across her

cheeks and forehead, and as you look down to see the

tankard she polishes, you notice she is also missing three

fingers. Behind her and hanging on the wall are a pair of

crossed axes; plain and unornamented with a single bit each,

if you didn’t know better you could imagine them chopping

nothing more than wood. You strongly suspect this was (is?)

not their intended purpose.

 

As you continue to take in the room, you also spot the only

other solitary figure present in the inn. A cloaked and cowled

individual sits in a corner, hood pulled up covering his face,

but a long salt and pepper beard juts out. He’s short enough

that he might be a dwarf, but due to how hunched over and

wrapped up he is, he could possibly be an old human as well.

He eats a bowl of stew and round of bread, but every few bites

he proffers the spoon into his voluminous cloak, it coming

out clean afterwards.

You decide...
...that your long day’s journey requires a drink.
You walk up to the bar and ask the elven
bartender what she would recommend for a
road-weary traveler.
...that you hunger not for food, but conversation,
bereft of companions as you are. You approach
the cowled figure and ask if you might join him.
...that coins are better kept in your purse. Why
spend money here when you can feast upon
your rations and sleep under the stars on this
warm spring night.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 21, 2020

T
he mysterious hunched figure intrigues you;

what exactly is going on underneath that cloak

of his? You decide to approach him and

discover exactly what tales he has to tell.

“Hello good sir, I see that you are too are alone

on this pleasant spring evening. Do you also

travel these roads? Might I join you?”

 

As soon as you start speaking to the figure, his head

lurches up and his wild eyes lock with yours. Now that you

can see under his cowl you can tell that he is in fact a dwarf,

and old even for one of their kind. His sunken eyes are a deep

grey, almost black in color, and the intensity with which they

stare at you nearly takes your breath away. “Who sent ye, ye

mewling lickspittle!? Get ye away from mine table and leave

well enough alone. LEAVE WELL ENOUGH ALONE!” As the

dwarf rants, you can see that nearly all of his teeth have been

replaced with metallic replacements; some gold, some silver,

some more exotic than you are able to identify.

 

The room goes silent for a few beats as everyone looks at

the dwarf at the center of the outburst, then looks at you, and

then goes back to their meals and tankards, conversation

resuming more quickly than you might have expected.

Perhaps the dwarf and his outbursts are a fixture in the

Amorous Drunkard?

 

As you are mulling these facts over, the front of the dwarf’s

cloak parts and the head of a grey striped tabby cat pokes out

to look upon you appraisingly. You’re not sure you’ve ever

seen a feline with pale blue eyes before, but such a pair are

now appraising you. The cat sniffs the air in your direction a

couple of times and before you can properly form a response

to the dwarf, the cat says “Oh don’t mind him, he’s just cranky.

Feel free to sit down.”

You decide...
...to address the dwarf. “Perhaps we got off on
the wrong foot. I’ve got a delightful bottle of
Bluebell Spirits distilled by the halflings to the
west; share a cup with me?”
*...to address the cat. “If you are sure I’m not
imposing, I’d certainly be curious to hear whatever
tales you have to tell... uh... Sir Cat?”
...that you do in fact know to leave well enough
alone. You stammer out a confused excuse (not
sure if it is directed at the dwarf or the cat) and
back away until you bump into a table.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 22, 2020

Y
ou pull out the other chair at the table while

keeping an eye on the dwarf and cat, cautious

about any further surprises. The dwarf stares at

you intently, but otherwise makes no motion

other than to continue methodically eating his

bread and stew. The cat stays perched on the

dwarf’s lap, speaking to you sheltered among

his companion’s cloak and beard.

 

“Actually it’s madam cat if you want to be formal and please

don’t. Sorry again about my companion here, he is a wee bit

touchy, but more bark than bite,” says the cat “but allow me to

introduce both of us. My name is Truska Warmbelly, and this

is my brother Dirgen. As I’m sure you’re aware it’s not all that

likely for a cat to have a dwarf as a brother, we didn’t really

start off this way.”

 

“The two of us are the sole remaining members of the

famed Disgraced Horde party of explorers and adventurers.

Surely you have heard tale of our exploits carried over this

realm but far and wide?” You have not. Summoning a

modicum of politeness however you smile and nod. “Of

course you have! Well while liberating foul beasts of their ill

begotten gains I just so happened to come into possession of

an amulet, one that has led to my persistently feline status,

cursed as the wretched thing is. But you my friend, I think

might just have the sand to help me divest myself of it.”

 

“Not far from here is the tomb where the accursed wizard

who forged the device was laid to rest; apparently he retired

in this quiet hamlet after his life of dastardly arcane acts. I

have it on good authority that the key to lifting the curse lies

in that tomb. You have a sword and look to know how to use

it, what say you lend a hand?”

 

“How rude of me though,” says Truska “I haven’t even

asked you your name yet. What are you called, fellow

wanderer?”

My name is...
Horatio the Younger
Lily Stonegrasp
Oxblooded Erin

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 23, 2020

“Oxblooded Erin eh? Certainly a

moniker befitting an adventurer of

renown. Now can I count on you to

assist me in delving into the tomb of

this dastardly wizard and breaking

this dastardly feline curse!?” asks

Truska.

 

As the cat gets more animated and moves around, you spot

the cursed amulet. It appears to be a plain silver chain with a

small pendant hanging from the center. The pendant has a

stone that looks to be dark in color, maybe blue? It’s hard to

tell nestled among the cat’s fur. You suppose you’ve never

seen a cursed magical amulet before, but you didn’t expect

one to look like this.

 

Dirgen continues to shovel food into his mouth in a

methodical fashion. You’re not sure why but you find yourself

worried about exactly what he will do once his food runs out

and he is otherwise unoccupied. You look back and forth

between Truska and Dirgen and can’t shake the feeling that

they aren’t telling you something crucial. Truska’s manner, if

not her form, reminds you more of a bad travelling minstrel

show you observed a few towns back as opposed to an

adventurer of some renown.

 

You want to get out of this situation, but you don’t

necessarily want to arouse their suspicion. “Uhm, sure... you

can count on me to lend a hand. Shall we meet in the

morning to set out?” you say. “Excellent!” says Truska, “the

tomb is only a few hours walk from our location, meet us

outside this fair inn at one hour after dawn.”

 

You aren’t sure you want to do that, but you are

nevertheless curious about what these two are up to.

You decide...
...to play along with the Warmbelly siblings and set
out on their quest, keeping your eyes peeled the
entire time.
...to find a hiding place in the morning and
observe what the cat and dwarf do when you
don’t show up.
...to get a room in the inn for the night, but
leave town an hour before dawn, setting out to
find your fortune elsewhere.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 25, 2020

A
fter the strange interaction, Dirgen has finished

his meal, and he and Truska take their leave of

you, heading to their room upstairs in the inn.

Realizing you haven’t actually eaten anything

yet, you flag down a server who brings you a

hefty bowl of the same stew the dwarf was

eating as well as a tankard of ale. Between the

hearty food and the long days walk, you find yourself asleep

on your feet before too long and get yourself a room in the inn

as well.

 

As you lay down in the bed sleep begins to overtake you

rapidly, but you faintly hear the sound of the Warmbelly

siblings talking; they must have the room next to you. They

are speaking to each other in dwarvish, a language sadly that

you don’t understand, but it sounds like Dirgen is angry and

upset about something, while Truska is trying to calm him

down.

 

You are awakened by a rough pounding on the door as

Dirgen walks past in the corridor with a yell of “Remember!

One hour!” and upon looking out your window you see that

the sun is just starting to break over the horizon

 

You get yourself ready; checking through your pack to make

sure that everything is where it is supposed to be and are

relieved to find that all is in place. A quick stop downstairs for

some breakfast and you’re all set to once again strike out for

a hike. You really must procure a horse one of these days...

 

Outside Dirgen and Truska are waiting for you, apparently

the pair is similarly without a mount of some kind, though

Dirgen does a stout walking stick that he is leaning upon. “All

set?” asks Truska. You nod and the group sets forth, Truska

sitting on Dirgen’s shoulder as they walk.

You decide to hike...
...in front of Dirgen and Truska.
...next to Dirgen and Truska.
...behind Dirgen and Truska

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 26, 2020

Y
ou and the Warmbelly’s stride off from the

center of town, following an old and seldom

used path that snakes over the mildly hilly

terrain and around the copses of trees that dot

the area. The grass surrounding you grows to

about the height of your waist. You take position

next to Dirgen as you hike, near the shoulder

that Truska is perched on. As you walk Dirgen maintains a

stoic silence, you realizing now that he hasn’t addressed you

since his initial outburst when you approached the table last

night.

 

Truska keeps up a consistent stream of conversation

however, without really going into anything meaningful. She

shares more exploits of the Disgraced Hoard, though each

one gets more fantastical than the next and you feel certain

that if any of these tales were true, they certainly wouldn’t

need your help in this endeavor.

 

As you get about two hours walk from the town, Truska

announces that you all should be there shortly, but as she

speaks she goes stock-still and her ears perk up. The look of

panic and danger on her feline face is quite evident.

 

As her head pivots towards the grass nearby, you follow her

gaze and see a grey wolf pushing through the stalks and a low

growl begin to emanate from its throat. The wolf licks its lips

and takes in the party in front of it, the growl deepening in a

fashion that makes your stomach drop.

You decide to...
...unsheath your longsword and attack it head
on!
...unsheath your longsword and begin slowly
pivoting to the side, attempting to pin the wolf
in between you and Dirgen.
...push Dirgen, with Truska still on his shoulder,
directly at the wolf.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

 

Note:
On account of someone spamming the poll for this day's

entry, the vote totals were not recorded and the options in this

poll were not utilized.
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March 27, 2020

A
s the wolf slowly creeps out of the grass, teeth

bared, deep growl emanating from its throat,

you begin to make your move... and trip over an

old root barely sticking up out of the ground

that sends you falling flat on your face. You land

tangled up in the tall grass not sure what

direction is the path, the sound of the

increasingly loud wolf seeming to come from all around you.

 

Just as you begin to gain your bearing and get to your feet,

you see the fangs of the wolf not six inches from your face.

The hot rancid breath of your lupine foe washes over you,

making you wish you had skipped your breakfast. Just as the

coiled spring of the wolf’s muscles seems ready to explode

into action, Dirgen’s hammer slams down on to its head,

turning it into naught but jelly in one blow. A wave of blood

covers the entire front of your person in a sheet, and causes

you to slip some more in the grass as Dirgen offers his arm to

assist you in standing.

 

Once you manage to gain your feet and take in the

surroundings, Dirgen is already wiping down his hammer

and replacing it in his belt, and pulling out a dagger. He

begins to quickly and methodically dress the wolf, cleanly

separating the pelt from the creature and depositing it in his

pack for whatever reason Dirgen does anything.

 

Truska assesses you from the ground. Is that look the cool

smugness of judging an individual found wanting, or simply

the normal smugness of a cat? It is hard to tell, but Truska

seems to suppress a chuckle as she directs everyone to get

back on the road and begins to walk back down the path to

your destination. She assures you that it isn’t long now.

You decide to...
...take a moment to pull out a cloth and your
waterskin to hurriedly wipe the blood from your
face and clothes as best you can.
...leave the blood where it is and hurriedly catch
up to the Warmbelly’s, your sword now ready in
your hand for more action.
...turn around and walk back to town without
saying a word.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 28, 2020

Y
ou fumble to lower your pack to the ground and

grab an old shirt and your waterskin, quickly

dousing the rag and mopping the blood from

your brow. The incident with the wolf happened

so quickly, you almost wonder if it happened,

then look down at the blood soaked cloth and

realize the foolishness of the thought. This day

gets weirder and weirder and it’s only just past noon.

 

You stow your gear and get ready to follow the Warmbelly’s,

not entirely sure if it’s only been a minute or longer.

Regardless, they are no longer in sight, but the path is clear

enough that following should present no challenge. You pick

up the pace and nearly jog down the path to catch up. After

about ten minutes or so, the grass opens up into a clearing to

what looks to be an old family cemetery.

 

The clearing is about thirty feet across and roughly in the

shape of a square. The gravestones are well worn by the

weather, many tilting at odd angles while others have

inscriptions that have been worn away. The only particularly

interesting feature is a small stone mausoleum built out of

fieldstones. A wooden door built well enough to stand the test

of time still guarding the entryway. Hardly the final resting

place of a great wizard, no?

 

Truska is seated not far from the mausoleum on top of a

tombstone, while Dirgen is no where to be found. “Well you

look a bit less of a fright, glad to see you managed to get

cleaned up. Dirgen is already inside and needs your help,

now that we are here we might as well get on with it,” says

Truska.

You decide to...
...walk the perimeter of the graveyard, to ensure
there is nothing hiding among the gravestones.
...approach Truska slowly enough that you can
grab her and demand to know what is going on.
...kick in the door of the mausoleum.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 29, 2020

Y
ou cautiously stride forward, making a direct

line for the door to the mausoleum which still

allows you to pass where Truska is sitting. At

the last moment you lunge for the cat who

springs in the air to try and escape you, but

moves too late and is now hissing and spitting

in your oxblooded arms. “What are you doing

you fool!” screeches Truska.

 

“This is not the final resting place of some powerful wizard

you devilish cat, what is going on here!?” you scream right

back in the face of Truska. This prompts her to call out for aid

from Dirgen, who as of yet still hasn’t made any sort of

appearance since you entered the cemetery. Just as you

surveil the area, the stout door of the mausoleum flies open

and you briefly see Dirgen in the back of the chamber before

a massive spiked wooden contraption comes flying through

the door. Had you entered you’d be impaled on the business

end of a half dozen rough wooden spikes right now.

 

At this point, Truska’s rage seems to actually be directed at

Dirgen, though it’s hard to tell, as she is so furious that her

speech is now incomprehensible. With a few deft whacks,

Dirgen destroys the apparatus that kept the trap in place

hanging above the door, and kicks a large chunk of it through

the door. You are no expert, but it seems to be pretty well

made. Truska is literally spitting with fury at this point.

 

Dirgen addresses you with his single-minded intensity and

says “I told you to leave well enough alone. Give me Truska,

and I promise you that we shall not bother you again.”

You decide to...
...slit the throat of Truska, tossing the dead cat
at Dirgen’s feet.
...hand Truska over to Dirgen.
...negotiate payment for the safe return of Truska.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 30, 2020

A
s Dirgen stares at you, you say “You drag me out

here to impale me and pick over my corpse like

some kind of vulture, then get a change of heart

and think that all will be well? I don’t think so.

Toss your coinpurse over there, and I’ll let

Truska go, then we won’t bother each other

again.”

 

“Don’t even think about it Dirgen!” shouts Truska, “just

finish this fool off and we’ll be out of here in no time, he

wouldn’t harm a defenseless little cat.” Would you harm the

cat? You squeeze Truska around the neck hard enough for

her to let out a strangled howl; Dirgen winces painfully at the

sound and adjusts the grip on the warhammer he still holds

in his hands.

 

As Dirgen debates his next move, the howls of a hunting

pack of wolves sound in the distance. You’re not sure how far

away they are, but it is definitely closer than you’d like. “You

did a good job dispatching that wolf Dirgen, but how do you

feel about taking on an entire pack?” By the look on his face,

Dirgen is not at all happy with how this is proceeding.

Another howl sounds, definitely closer. That’s not good.

 

“Fine, pray we don’t meet again,” says Dirgen as he quickly

draws a dagger and slashes his coin purse from his belt,

dropping it where you indicated. As you let up a bit of

pressure, Truska shoots out of your grip like an arrow from a

bow, sprinting to Dirgen’s outstretched arms. As soon as

Truska is safe in hand, they take off at a run up the path.

 

Another howl pierces the sky, even closer than before.

Clearly the wolves are closing in on the graveyard.

You decide to...
...run after Dirgen, hoping that you don’t have to
outrun the wolves, you only have to outrun the
dwarves.
...barricade yourself in the mausoleum.
...start running into the grass in the opposite
direction of the howls.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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March 31, 2020

T
houghts of outrunning the wolves disappear as

you hear how quickly they approach. With no

time left and some panicked assessment of

your dire situation, you realize there is only

one option: get into the mausoleum and

barricade the door. You mirthlessly chuckle

that while you managed to stop this being the

site of your grisly death once, this crypt may still gain a new

permanent occupant after all.

 

As you race into the small building you kick the detritus of

the trap in before you. You turn to throw the door closed and

see several wolves begin to pour out of the grass, the throaty

growl you had hoped not to hear again (or at least not this

soon damnit!) beginning to reverberate through the

tombstones. Wasting no time you slam the door shut and

begin to assess your resources.

 

Dirgen did most of the work of breaking this trap but you

stomp on it some more to break it apart further and begin to

pound wedges of wood in between the door and frame, as

well as some longer pieces with one end propped against the

door and the other secured in the dirt. That should hold these

canine bastards at bay. How strong could wolves be right?

 

You listen to the wolves circle the mausoleum eventually

beginning to claw and chew at the door, but your defenses

hold. You’ll just have to wait them out... but what is that?

There is no window in the tiny building, but you sense

something... heavier walking out there and a new sense of

dread begins to flood you. Perhaps you had better keep

looking around just in case.

You decide to...
...open the rough stone sarcophagus taking up
one wall.
...investigate the small shrine to a local god.
...see if you can get through the ceiling and
onto the roof.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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April 1, 2020

A
s your intuition continues to tell you that a new

danger is present out there, you crouch down to

investigate one of the two things of note in this

mausoleum, a small shrine to some sort of local

god. The altar is quite ancient, you don’t

recognize any of the symbols and begin to

wonder just how old this cemetery is, does it

predate the little town?

 

The altar is a stone cube on the ground, about a foot wide,

with a larger slab of stone set on top of it to make a crude

table. The table has a humanoid statue on it of a figure, one

arm raised straight in the air pointing to the sky, and another

extended straight out from the body, as if ordering someone

to stop in their tracks. It’s faint but you think the palm of the

hand being thrust at you has a sunburst pattern on it.

 

Scattered across the rest of the altar are a variety of

objects: a rusted out incense burner with caked ashes inside,

withered and dried flowers, carved beads strung upon

withered lengths of leather, and stones engraved with fanciful

geometric patterns. Inside of a bowl filled with grains of blue

and yellow sand, you see something poking out slightly.

Digging it out turns up a large flat carved circular bead made

of a pale blue stone on a short length of leather: a bracelet.

On the stone is carved the same sunburst pattern you were

able to discern on the palm of the statue.

 

As you sort among these items, you realize that the sounds

of the wolves have gone silent. They have ceased scratching

at the door or howling in frustration. Perhaps they’re gone?

Before you can believe in your luck though, you can feel the

vibrations through the ground of something big moving out

there, and it’s getting closer. Just then a roar breaks through

the silence that throws off your balance and brings you to

your knees. It slams into the side of the mausoleum

experimentally, causing the whole structure to shudder and

dust to rain down from the roof.

You decide to...
...wait for the beast to break through the front
door and show it what true terror is at the end
of your sword!
...push open the sarcophagus lid and climb right
in, pulling it shut behind you.
...see if you can get through the ceiling and onto
the roof.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

Bottle of strong halfling spirits

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Sunburst bracelet
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April 2, 2020

T
his structure is definitely not going to outlast

whatever in the four hells is out there, time to

figure out how to get out of here. You

remember the mausoleum had a cracked and

broken clay tile roof, and investigating the

interior here you see that plenty of water has

managed to seep through; the wood looks

rotten enough in places that you should be able to make your

way through with little issue.

 

You clamber up on to the sarcophagus, muttering a quick

apology to the occupant, and unsheath your longsword to get

to work. You make quick work of a particularly spongy patch

and soft splinters of wood and cracked clay showers down

around you. You grab onto a more intact section of roof and

haul yourself up through the hole and to your new vantage

point.

 

Things start to make a lot more sense as you are able to

take in the situation from your new lofty vantage point: the

wolves that you saw as you closed the door are back to the

periphery of the cemetery, surveying the situation with

hunger in their eyes. The beast responsible for the structure

shaking is a massive dire wolf, easily ten feet long and so tall

that when his head swings up to look at you, it’s no more than

a few feet away.

 

As you look down at this monstrous creature you notice the

sunburst bracelet affixed around your wrist. That’s funny, you

don’t remember putting it on. You reflexively reach out to

touch it, and as you do so, feel warm and comforted as if

everything is going to be all right. The dire wolf, and really

everything else, takes on a golden shimmer, and extending

your arm out you see that is because you are currently

wreathed in a solid drape of flame, along with your sword.

 

A swell of confidence from this old god’s power crashes

over you and you say to the wolf “I’ve had a bad day and you

aren’t making it any better.”

You decide to...
...leap from the roof of the mausoleum directly
onto the dire wolf’s back, poised to strike from
above.
...leap from the roof of the mausoleum rolling
underneath the direwolf, poised to strike from
below.
...leap from the roof of the mausoleum in order
to dispatch this foul beast while you are in mid-
air.
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April 3, 2020

A
s the wolf stares up at you, clearly taken aback

by your newly fiery visage, you leap from the

roof of the mausoleum without a moment’s

hesitation, twisting in mid air to land astride the

dire wolf. The flames swirling about your body

hungrily leap from you to course over the wolf’s

fur. You have no doubt that the desperate howl

of pain that the dire wolf unleashes can be heard for miles

around.

 

The dire wolf shoots forward, running around the grounds

of the cemetery in it’s pained panic, not sure what to do. You

plunge your hands into the smoldering fur of the beast to

hold on, feeling as if a part of the world’s most surreal rodeo.

As the wolf barrels across the length of the cemetery for a

third time, it pauses to turn around before it veers off in

another direction, and you know your moment has come.

 

As the wolf begins to turn, you take your sword in both

hands, raise up to your full height, and come crashing down

on the head of the wolf, burying your blade up the hilt into the

dire wolf’s skull. The wolf was just starting to dart forward

again and the killing blow lands so that you slide forward on

the wolf’s back about ten feet before coming to a rest.

 

You rise, rip the blade from the wolf’s head and turn to see

many pairs of eyes looking at you, as the other smaller wolves

look on in terror. You pivot to face them, wreathed in flame,

sword dripping blood that sizzles as it hits the ground, and it

is all that is needed to prompt the remaining animals to flee

into the grass at top speed.

 

As the sounds of the wolves fade away, the flames around

you begin to sputter and go out, and for the first time you are

aware of the fact that the bracelet has become superheated

itself, leaving a perfectly round and intense burn upon your

left wrist. While examining the burn, the sunburst stone on

the bracelet cracks in half and falls, shattering into dust as it

strikes the ground; clearly the last of the old god’s magic has

been spent in this final dramatic act.

 

You find the purse that Dirgen dropped earlier and add it to

your own; he had a fair bit of coinage. Desiring something

else to show for this debacle you decide to take a trophy from

the dire wolf.

You decide to take one
of the dire wolf’s...

...teeth

...claws

...ears
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April 5, 2020

Y
ou slam the pommel of your longsword

repeatedly into the dire wolf’s face, taking out a

last little bit of frustration both on the animal

and the world for the absolute nightmare that

has been this day, and pry a tooth from the

monstrous being’s jaw. You drop it into the coin

purse with all of Dirgen’s money, the noise it

makes sounding like satisfaction to you.

 

Around you, the dire wolf’s body still smolders and patches

of embers have fallen around the cemetery filling the

afternoon sun with an unearthly haze of smoke. The

mausoleum is certainly worse for wear as the door has been

chewed and clawed within an inch of its life and a large hole

is now visible in the roof. A couple of already leaning

gravestones have been knocked down completely in the

fracas.

 

By all rights, a part of you feels you still deserve to hunt

down Dirgen and Truska for their scheme, regardless of the

coin Dirgen forked over. Plus you still haven’t figured out why

in the six hells that infernal dwarf Truska was turned into a

cat and for some reason that irks you. Perhaps it’s better to

leave well enough alone though. You do have plenty of

traveling money now.

 

You unconsciously rub the perfect circle of a burn on your

wrist while watching dark storm clouds roll in. At least you

won’t be responsible for a brush fire from the looks of it.

What to do now?

You decide to...
...give up on thoughts of vengeance and head
back to the small hamlet, this time to truly get
the rest your first sought.
...take the path back and attempt to track
Dirgen and Truska.
...ride out the rain back in the mausoleum,
seemingly your shelter against all ills.
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April 6, 2020

R
ealizing that there is no way you can outrace

the rain without getting drenched, you resign

yourself to the fact that this cemetery is going

to be home for a little while longer. While you

watch the heavy spring rain roll over the

countryside in your direction, you spend your

time trying to tidy up the place, heaving the

knocked over headstones back into place, and even

straightening a few others that were crooked before you

showed up.

 

As you feel the first drop bounce off your nose, you head to

shelter. When you get inside you appraise the hole in the

ceiling, wishing now that there had been another option to

get out of this place. You’re happy now that you didn’t try and

take the entire roof down, but do feel bad that the rain is

going to come in directly on top of the sarcophagus that you

used as a stepstool.

 

You suddenly remember the oilskin cloak in your bag and

grab a few chunks of stone outside, clambering up on to the

sarcophagus once again, with an even more fervent apology

muttered this time, you manage to get the oilskin spread over

the hole and secured (you hope) with a few chunks of stone to

weigh it down wedged in among the tiles.

 

As you settle in to place on the floor with your back to the

wall, looking out the open door as the rain starts to fall in

earnest, you finally feel like you can at least get some

measure of rest here. Maybe you’ll even take a nap.

 

As you are beginning to drift off to sleep, you have the

unnerving feeling that someone is actually sitting down next

to you. You very slowly turn your head to the left and find an

ethereal figure sitting next to you with its back against the

wall. He appears to be human, dressed in a style you don’t

quite recognize, and crowned with a thin circlet of metal, who

just so happens to be semi-transparent and emitting an

otherworldly blue glow. He seems to look at you appraisingly.

You decide...
...enough is enough! This cemetery can go back
to the 14 hells from which it came and you run
off into the rain to escape any more surprises.
...to say “Sorry about stepping on your final resting
place. Twice.”
...to blindly grab for something on the altar to
ward off this undead creature.
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April 7, 2020

“It’s ok, seemed like you were having quite

the day. I appreciated that you apologized

at least,” says the ghost, before staring out

the door as the rain falls. You somehow

manage to fall into a companionable

silence with the ghost, resting next to each

other, and watching the weather wash the

countryside clean. The smell of damp soil and plant growth

fills the mausoleum with a pleasant smell of life that

contrasts sharply with the crypt.

 

After about ten minutes of quiet, the ghost says “So what’s

your name?” You reply, “Erin, though some call me

Oxblooded Erin.” The ghost looks at you with a quizzical

expression, “any story behind that?” You take your time

answering the question, letting the sound of rain fill the gap

before saying “depends on who you ask, some have called me

stubborn, others have called me strong. It’s got a nice

cadence at least I think.” The ghost settles back into watching

the rain with a contemplative look on its face before finally

agreeing that it does in fact have a good rhythm.

 

“So what’s your story, Mr. Ghost, are these your people,

your family, in this cemetery?” The ghost nods appreciatively

and says “I had some success in life in my time, had a large

plantation, had a big family, made the right sacrifices to the

right gods.” You rub the burn on your wrist again

unconsciously as he mentions the gods. “Not everythings

lasts though, not even families, even though most people

think that is the key to immortality through legacy. One nasty

plague and an entire lineage gets wiped out.”

 

The ghost comes out of his reverie though, thinking on his

family and the past, and says “How about you though? What

brought you on the path to my final resting place?”

You say...
“Well honestly, I’m wanted for murder a few
towns over, just trying to stay out of the hands
of the law.”
“I feel like I’m just getting started on life, left
home for the first time not long ago and I’m
wandering till I find my fortune or at least my
place in this world.”
“My adventuring crew got wiped out in an
ambush by a pack of ogres, I only made it out with
my skin barely intact. Now I’m trying to figure out
what’s next.”
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April 8, 2020

“My adventuring crew got wiped

out in an ambush by a pack

of ogres, I only made it out

with my skin barely intact.

Now I’m trying to figure out

what’s next,” you say, “we

were a crew of relative

newcomers to the life, got hired by a town not all that

different from the one nearby to wipe out the pack as they

were harassing farmers bringing food to sell at market. We

assumed they were as stupid as they looked, turns out they

weren’t.”

 

The ghost listens attentively to your story and his face

takes on a sorrowful expression. He says “how did you make

it out of the ambush with your hide intact?” You rub the back

of your neck and look up at the ceiling and after a pause say

“just dumb luck. I was rearguard in our marching order and

the ogres were too hasty to wait until we were all in the

killbox. They had the first two members of our party down in

just a couple seconds. I’m only mildly ashamed to say that I

turned tail and ran immediately. I looked back once, just in

time to see the others cut down as well. I could have made a

difference maybe, but I doubt it. Just would have died with the

rest more than likely.”

 

The companionable silence sinks back in as the ghost

apparently has no response to that. You watch the rain fall for

another spell before you realize you never asked the ghost his

name and then proceed to do so. “Samuel” says the ghost,

“pleased to meet yah. So what was the name of your

adventuring party anyways?”

We were called the...
...the Illuminated Knights.
...the Disgraced Warriors.
...the Rampaging Readers.
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April 9, 2020

“We called ourselves the ‘Illuminated

Knights’ but that was just us trying

to be funny really, we were barely

better than a pack of bloodthirsty

sellswords. If someone was looking

to hire us, it seemed to calm them

down a bit too, at least until they got

to know us all that well,” you say.

 

Samuel says, “you don’t seem all that bloodthirsty, you

didn’t even kill that dwarf or that weird talking cat when you

had the chance.” You reply, “well leaving your friends to die at

the hands of ravenous ogres has a way of putting life in

perspective I suppose.” You let out a humorless bark of a

laugh, “I’m trying to look at this as an opportunity to start

over I suppose, I guess that’s why I never really trusted those

two, but I gave them the benefit of the doubt and wanted to

see this through.”

 

Outside the spring rain is letting up, leaving a clean sky and

the smell of life and growth in the air. “Well Samuel, I think

it’s time I take my leave of you but I appreciate the

hospitality,” you say. Samuel nods, “Thanks for the

conversation, I don’t get many of those anymore. Safe travels

on your journey.” You give Samuel a friendly smile, stand up,

stretch, and stride out the front door of the mausoleum. You

turn, giving Samuel a quizzical look about whether or not to

close the door and he says, “leave it open, it’s nice to not feel

so cooped up.” You grin and nod, and wave goodbye to the

ghost.

 

The spring rain has effectively doused all the fires, so you

don’t have to worry about a wildfire over the countryside now.

But what is next?

You decide to...
...walk back to the hamlet to spend a night
before getting back on the road in the morning.
...head for the road and start making your way
towards the next new destination.
...find a decent campsite nearby and open the
bottle of Bluebell Spirits, feeling you deserve a
drink.
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April 10, 2020

Y
ou take one last look at the cemetery, and all the

damage wrought, before heading back on the

path that leads back to the hamlet. You take

your time, enjoying the sunshine filtered

through the clouds and the earthy smell of wet

soil. You have no real destination in mind, you

feel fairly done with the entire area and are

ready to find out what lays in store next. After walking for a

bit, you notice the ghost of a path forking off, perhaps an

animal track. You feel pretty confident that it leads generally

in the direction of the road and veer off.

 

Before too long you spot a copse of trees that looks like a

sheltered place to bed down. It’s still fairly early, so you set up

a snare, and get to work starting a fire. Before too long you

have a nice campfire going, a rabbit roasting on a spit, and a

bottle of strong halfling spirits in hand. It’s early yet so this

could get interesting.

 

You mull over the events of the previous two days (has it

really only been two days?) trying to process all that

happened. Almost impaled by a dwarf looking for redemption,

almost duped by a greedy cat, almost eaten by a giant wolf,

and ultimately bonded with a dead farmer. Not a terrible day

you suppose, feeling the weight of Dirgen’s gold slide through

your fingers. Just a little more of this Bluebell...

 

You awaken once in the night, briefly, and swear you see a

pair of cat eyes boring into you from across the glen. Or

maybe it was just a dream? The Bluebell Spirits is strong

enough that in the morning you can’t be sure. You drank

about two thirds of the bottle and knocked over the rest in

your sleep, which is probably for the best as it feels like a

halfling has crawled into your head and died.

 

You gather your things and gingerly stagger away from the

campsite, wishing by the nine hells that you didn’t have to

walk. After trudging along for what feels like hours, but is

likely more like thirty minutes, you hear the sound of flowing

water and come over a rise to see a large stream or small

river. Not far upriver is what looks to be an elf, or maybe a

half-elf, piloting a large raft piled with sacks heading your

way. She is singing a tavern song you have heard many times.

You decide to...
...flag down the pilot and offer to pay for a ride to
wherever she is going.
...stand on the riverbank and sing the song
along with the elf.
...decide that is enough walking for the day and
make camp again on the river bank.
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April 12, 2020

Y
ou lurch down the rise down towards the river

waving your arms around and shouting

something unintelligible but that sounds like a

combination of “wait!” and “help!” before diving

your hand into your coin purse and pulling out

three gold pieces courtesy of Dirgen. As the

half-elf (she has gotten close enough that you

are able to discern this) approaches, she eyes you with wary

amusement, not quite sure what exactly is gesticulating so

wildly at her.

 

The half-elf pilots the raft towards the riverbank, hitching it

in among some reads at the bank to stop its progress. “Ho

there traveller, quit waving your arms about, you’re making

me nervous. You looking to hitch a ride?” she says.

Somewhat out of breath from the most strenuous activity

you’ve taken since waking up, you nod and stammer out that

you in fact are, and aren’t too picky on the destination. “Well

I’m headed into town for the Leporine Festival, if you’re

willing to part with those three coins, you are more than

welcome on my raft.”

 

You clumsily manage to board the raft, nearly falling into

the shallow water once, but collapse onto the raft and make

something of a nest for yourself among the sacks. The half-elf

leans over to shake your hand in your splayed out position,

and says “Name’s Iris Strongroot, how about you?” Iris’s nose

wrinkles a little as she gets close to you, clearly smelling the

source of your aberrant behavior for the first time wafting out

your pores. “Exblooded Erin, thanks so much for giving me a

ride.”

 

“What are you transporting? And what’s the Leporine

Festival?” you ask, feeling much better already to be laying

down. “Beet sugar and a party to celebrate the coming of the

spring. Never been to one?” You shake your head in the

negative. “It’s a load of fun,” the half-elf continues “treasure

hunts to find what was hidden under the winter snow,

baskets packed full of preserves aged over the winter and the

fruits of kitchen herb gardens exchanged with friends and

loved one, and loads of sweets for the younglings. Hence all

the sugar here, festival is in two days hence and all the bakers

in town will be gearing up into producing a host of

confections.”

 

You don’t mean to be rude, but the gentle rocking of the

river and the comfortable nest among the sugar puts you

back to sleep before Iris can even finish explaining the

festival to you.

While asleep, you
dream of...

...climbing onto the back of a giant rabbit who
leaps from town to town.
...finding your home filled with hundreds of
eggs crammed in every nook and cranny.
...visiting the tomb of your dead allies only to find
it open.
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April 13, 2020

N
estled among the parcels you find yourself

drifting back off to sleep. Your dreams have

a vividness and intensity that is striking.

You are wandering the roads and paths

across the countryside, looking for

opportunity? Looking for salvation?

Looking for peace? You can’t quite put your

finger on it, but before long you find the long path through the

tall grass that leads to Samuel’s cemetery, except something

is different this time.

 

You follow the path back to see Samuel and see if he can

tell you what it is you are looking for, but you can sense dark

shapes gliding through the grass on either side of you, silent

in stride but ravenous in intent. It seems the wolves have not

forgotten you. You break out into the clearing of the cemetery

and everything seems to be the same at first glance.

 

Looking at the mausoleum that you know so well at this

point, you can tell it isn’t Samuel’s final resting place

anymore, though you aren’t sure how you know this. You

approach a few tentative steps and yes, you’re sure that this is

where the other members of the Illuminated Knights were

laid to rest after their grisly demise. The door to the tomb is

open though. Worrisome.

 

You approach to take a look inside from a safe distance,

and as you get closer you can see the sarcophagus inside that

you remember, but this time the lid has been pushed off and

is laying cracked on the floor. You raise your eyes from this

sight only to see first one, then another and another of your

old compatriots staggering out of the mausoleum and into

the sunlight. It provides stark witness to the horrible ways in

which they died; limbs rent asunder, necks snapped and

heads lolling, brutal wounds that spill their guts out in front

of them.

 

And they all have one question for you: “Why didn’t you

save us Erin? Why didn’t youuu save usss?? WHY DIDN’T

YOU SAVE US ERIN? WHY DIDN’T YOU SAVE

USSSSSS???”

 

You awake with a start just as they were beginning to grasp

at your clothes. A cold sweat covers you and you see that Iris

is watching you closely. “Bad dreams?” she asks. You nod

distractedly as she hands you a large waterskin; you can’t

remember anything ever tasting so sweet. “There’s our port

Erin, you slept the whole journey away.” You look up to see a

new small hamlet on this small river, with a few small piers

and boardwalks lining the waterfront that Iris is piloting

towards.

You decide to...
...thank Iris for the hospitality and head off into
the hamlet to explore the festival.
...ask Iris if she’d like some help unloading her
cargo.
...scout the area looking for Dirgen and Truska.
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April 14, 2020

C
limbing up out of the pile of sugar, you feel

surprisingly refreshed. Based on how high the

sun is in the sky, you slept for a good long while,

and between that and the water you feel brand

new. You dust the sugar off that has trickled out

onto your person and say to Iris “You really saved

me back there, can I lend a hand offloading your

goods?” Iris smiles and nods, saying “If you work as hard as

you sleep we’ll be done in short order.”

 

Iris talks to an old friend of hers from the town and before

long she has borrowed a horse cart to load up and make her

deliveries. She indicates for you to position yourself on the

pier while she slings up the sacks to you. The work seems to

accelerate your recovery, and while you can continue to smell

that Bluebell Spirits seeping out your pores, you feel better

with every bag of sugar deposited in the cart.

 

Eventually the raft is empty, the cart is full, and Iris asks

you to stay with her goods while she gets the raft moored to

free up space along the pier. You check your bag to make sure

you didn’t leave anything behind at your campsite and

discover your gear and coin intact, as well as an apple you

forgot about picking up from the last town. You withdraw that

and feed it to the horse who seems to appreciate the gesture.

 

You figure you don’t have anything else to do, so might as

well accompany Iris on her delivery run, but at this point you

are ravenous. Looks like there are several places to grab food

around here.

This morning you are
hungry for...

...something sweet, a breakfast pastry the size
of your head.
...protein, a thick slab of steak, and maybe some
hair of the dog.
...eggs and bacon, all of them. Excuse me, all of
the eggs and bacon.
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April 15, 2020

I
ris gets back from securing her raft and she seems

quite happy that you’re willing to lend a hand. “This

will go much quicker with two of us doing it. Seems

like you just want to keep paying me over and over

again for the ride,” she says. “The only thing I need

first is a steak about as thick as my wrist and I’ll be

ready to toss around parcels of sugar all day,” you

respond. Iris laughs and says “That’s convenient, first stop is

the Lonely Tavern over there at the end of the boardwalk.

They make some delicious rabbitclaws that sell fast during

the festival, but they can serve up a slab of meat that would

keep a dragon happy.”

 

Iris clambers up onto the seat of the horse cart while you

walk alongside it. The owners of the Lonely Tavern greets Iris

warmly and they catch up as old friends as you all haul the

sugar order inside. Iris introduces you to Gavin who warmly

shakes your hand and who seems excited about your request.

“A good omen is such a first order for the day,” he says

conspiratorially to you. As you all head inside, you happen to

notice a figure moving rapidly down the boardwalk in your

party’s direction; they have a different demeanor than the rest

of the bustle of folks out, more of an anxious energy to them.

 

Iris brings over a couple of mugs of fresh pear cider and

assures you that this will speed your recovery. The two of you

knock your mugs together and drink deep. The cider is cool,

refreshing, and just alcoholic enough to push your problems

forward a bit.

 

“Iris! What took you so long!?” You hear Iris groan slightly

as the figure with the anxious energy bursts into the Lonely

Tavern. “The journey takes as long as it takes Rachel, plus I

had to pick up some poor soul who was stricken ill,” says Iris

as she shoots you a trickster’s grin. “Well will you help me?

Your sugar delivery can wait, the menace in my basement

grows more terrifying.” Gavin brings your breakfast over,

giving you time to contemplate what exactly in the two hells it

is you are hearing. “I’ve told you time and again Rachel, there

is nothing to fear in your basement, no monsters are going to

come pouring out of it,” says Iris. You can’t imagine that Iris is

wrong about that, but the genuine panic coming off of Rachel

in waves seems pretty genuine.

 

Just then Rachel notices you have a sword buckled on and

says “How about you warrior? Will you aid me in my hour of

need?”

You respond...
“Sure, I can come check it out your basement
after I finish this steak.”
“I could stop by after I finish giving Iris a hand
with her deliveries.”
“Sorry, I’ve got to help Iris finish her deliveries
then I have to be on my way.
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April 16, 2020

Y
ou look up at the expectant face of Rachel, who

is clearly very earnest in her hope that you will

indeed come to her aid. Perhaps so earnest that

it is slightly unhinged, but you reply “Sure

Rachel, I just promised Iris I would assist with

her deliveries and we just got started. I’ll have

her drop me off at your place as soon as we’re

finished, ok?” The compromise clearly doesn’t entirely please

Rachel, but she seems to understand it’s the best she is likely

to get out of this situation. Her lips tighten into a thin line and

she nods her head quickly, “Thank you...?” she trails off

expectantly, you reply “Erin.” Rachel continues, “Thank you

Erin, I hope to see you soon.”

 

Rachel leaves the Lonely Tavern and you and Iris exchange

a long look before you dive back into your steak, and take

another lengthy pull at your cider. “So what exactly did I get

myself into here?” you ask Iris. She laughs and responds

“Rachel is convinced there is some manner of demon that

lives in her basement. I’ve never seen it, and she’ll be the first

to admit that she’s never actually been harmed in any way, but

supposedly when she’s been down there to fetch things, she’ll

spot some creature that has her scurrying up the stairs as

fast as her feet will carry her. Rachel has always had her head

in the clouds a bit though, always singing a song when she

should be working, so I’m guessing it’s just an overactive

imagination.”

 

You nod and think this over as you finish your meal and the

two of you chat about the festival and the deliveries to be

made. Before long you both are out on the wagon, stopping

by various bakers, cafes, and taverns to drop off parcels of

pure beet sugar. Running these deliveries with Iris has the

added benefit that all of these bakers and cooks want Iris to

try their confections, and you have the good fortune to join in

on the taste tests. By the end you are fit to burst, and are

riding in the back of the cart, one hand on your stomach,

head lolling back in overstuffed contentment.

 

“Well hero, your quest awaits,” says Iris with a smile. You

are in front of a bowyers shop, apparently Rachel’s. You can

hear the sound of her singing coming through the open front

window. The door to the shop is closed, and you note a cellar

door on the right side of the building.

You decide to...
...knock on the door to the shop.
...enter directly into the cellar.
...stay in the cart and ask Iris to just keep
moving.
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Y
ou glance over to Iris who is watching you with

a smirk on her face and she says “ok hero, time

to go slay the demon.” You groan as you slide

out of the back of the cart, too full to feel like

you are going to be remotely effective, but

determined to see this through nonetheless.

“Hilarious Iris, you going to be sticking around

through the festival?” you respond. Iris laughs a bit and

indicates that she indeed will be in town for a few days.

“Perhaps I’ll see you around after defeating this fearsome

monster then,” you respond and with that walk over to the

shop door and knock.

 

The singing inside immediately stops and you hear the

sound of running feet before the door flies open so fast you

nearly get knocked on your backside. “You’re finally here with

not a minute to lose!” says Rachel as she grabs your wrist and

pulls you through the door. As the door closes you glance

back at Iris in the horse cart, smirk still firmly ensconced on

her face, as she prods the horse into movement.

 

The building looks to likely be both store and residence for

Rachel; you are standing in a large room, the front half of

which is the salesroom for the bowyers shop, the back of

which is Rachel’s workshop. You spot another room next to

this that you are guessing is some combination of sitting

room and kitchen and there is a curtained off staircase

leading up. In the workshop portion of the shop you see a set

of double cellar doors in the floor which are closed, and onto

which Rachel has placed a heavy stool.

 

“It’s down there right now,” says Iris with wide panicked

eyes, and actually as the room grows quiet, you can in fact

hear something moving around down there, but you’re not

sure what, the sound is sort of gravelly in nature. “I went

down to grab some wood staves I had stored there, and the

beast jumped out at me!” You look at Rachel, wondering if Iris

has been giving her short shrift, but consider that then again

maybe it’s just a big rat. You look around wondering the best

way to proceed.

You decide to...
...enter the basement through the interior cellar
doors.
...enter the basement through the exterior cellar
doors.
...find Iris again and convince her to help you.
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“Ok, how about I just go downstairs

and take a look?” you say, striding

over to the stool doing a pretty

pointless job of securing the doors

to the cellar and placing it to the

side. You lean down to pull the doors

open and notice out of the corner of

your eye that Rachel is taking a position in the opposite

corner of the showroom. At first you think she’s hiding over

there, but then you see that she has a beautifully carved

longbow in hand and arrow knocked. She looks quite as

capable of wielding bows as she is at creating them.

 

“Um, make sure it’s not me coming up out of the cellar

before loosing an arrow, ok?” Rachel gives one sharp nod and

takes a few experimental pulls of the bowstring. You pull up

the doors and are glad to see that there is a bit of sunlight

leaking in from small windows set high on the walls; at least

it won’t be pitch black.

 

From your vantage at the top of the stairs you don’t see any

demon, fearsome creature, or thing that goes bump in the

night, but you unsheath your longsword anyways. Taking the

steps slowly, each groan and creak seeming to reverberate

through the otherwise silent building. All the hubbub of the

festival preparations seems to have melted into another

world, far from this one.

 

The basement looks more or less how you expected, raw

supplies for Rachel’s work are stored in racks and shelves as

well as other sundries like broken furniture and food

preserves. You stalk the basement, sword in your increasingly

sweaty hand, and note the other set of doors that lead out of

the cellar and back towards the street. As you are checking

those doors, you hear a sound behind you, almost like skrees

skittering on a mountainside.

 

You slowly turn around and aren’t quite sure exactly what it

is you see; it almost looks like someone’s art project was

creating a rough approximation of a face from rocks and

hanging it on a wall. The difference being this one is moving

and its eyes seem to be tracking you closely. You open your

mouth, not sure yet what you plan to do with it, when a

massive hulking humanoid made entirely of stone strides

bodily out of the wall where it appeared to be melding it’s

form with the earth.

You decide to...
...make it regret breaking into Rachel’s
basement; have at thee!
...ask it just exactly what it think’s it is doing here.
...make a run for it out the other set of cellar
doors and regroup.
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T
he creature is absolutely massive and fills the

corner of the cellar near the stairs heading up

to the workshop. The craggy exterior of the

stone being’s hide streams dirt down off it and

it would appear that a small and adorable vole

accidentally took a ride on the creature’s

shoulder as it exited the wall. It blinks around

in confusion, not exactly sure how it got out of its burrow and

into the basement of a bow makers shop.

 

As you watch the creature, you realize that it is actually

being exceedingly careful in its actions. When it moves it is

slow and deliberate and you realize that it is carefully

stooping down to avoid banging its head on the low ceiling.

After a moment it spots the furry little passenger perched on

its shoulder and plucks it up with a degree of tenderness that

seems entirely out of place for a walking slab of living rock. It

carefully cups the vole in its hand and sticks its arm back into

the wall of the cellar, presumably depositing the vole back

into its home using this strange ability to pass through earth

as a fish moves through water.

 

“So um, listen,” you say, before realizing you have

absolutely no idea what it is you want to say. After standing

there with your mouth agape for a few seconds you stammer

out, “so uh, what exactly do you think it is you are doing

here?”

 

In so far as it can be described, the rock creature’s voice

strikes you as what a stoic landslide might sound like. The

creature says “I didn’t mean to cause anyone trouble my

friend, the sound of Rachel’s voice simply brings joy to me

and I came to listen.”

 

Just then you hear Rachel call down, “What in the eight

hells is going on down there?”

You respond...
“I’m not quite sure yet Rachel, give me a
minute."
“It’s ok Rachel come on down. Turns out you have
a fan.”
“Make a run for it Rachel!”
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Y
ou say “It’s ok Rachel, come on down. Turns out

you have a fan.” There is a long enough silence

that you’re starting to wonder if Rachel is still

up there or if she’s quietly slipped away until you

hear her say, “You’re really going to have to help

me with that.” You let out a bit of a chuckle,

which turns into a laugh, which turns into

something close to a cackle, until you are bent over, clutching

your stomach, letting out peels of hysterical laughter. The

absurdity of the day, the week, of everything, just sort of

overtakes you and you just can’t stop laughing.

 

The rock creature slowly shuffles over to your position, and

again with that degree of tenderness that is utterly out of

place for its imposing bulk, lays a hand (or really more like a

finger and a half) on your shoulder and says with with

empathetic and grave seriousness, “Are you ok friend? You

seem troubled.” This starts to calm you down, and before long

the wave of hysteria passes.

 

Just past the rock creature is Rachel, having snuck quietly

down into the cellar to find out what exactly was speaking in

the same tone of voice that an avalanche uses, as well as

discover why her hero savior was apparently in the middle of

a psychotic break. Seeing her “demon” graciously comforting

her “warrior” understandably takes her a minute to process.

It seems it’s taking you a minute to process yourself if you’re

being honest.

 

“Ok Erin, I said you’re going to need to help me with this,

and I’ll ask you again. What in the name of the green god is

happening here?” demands Rachel. You find that you’ve

unconsciously put your hand on top of the rock creature’s; his

massive weight carefully resting on your shoulder is oddly

comforting. You reply, “Well it would appear that our friend

here has been sneaking into your cellar for the purpose of

listening to you sing.”

 

You aren’t sure if it is actually possible, but you get the

sense that the rock creature would be blushing if it could.

You say...
“It’s kind of cramped down here, maybe we
should go talk outside?”
“You already know Rachel’s name here, and I’m
Erin, what do you go by?”
“I’m guessing you two have an interesting
conversation to have, I’ll see myself out.”
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“You can call me Slabshard,” says the

large rock creature, “it’s a pleasure to

meet you both formally.” Slabshard

watches Rachel carefully in a side-eye

fashion, unable to meet the thin

lipped grimace on Rache’s face

directly until she says, “Hello

Slabshard. I have two questions, where exactly do you come

from and how did you end up in my cellar?” Slabshard replies

sheepishly, “I originally hail from the elemental plane of

earth, a vast and endless expanse of stone and dirt with only

tunnels to break up the uniformity. There are a vast number

of portals that connect my plane to a myriad of others, and

coincidentally one such portal that opens into your home. I

heard singing on my home plane and followed it into your

cellar.”

 

Rachel, for whatever reason, seems to have no trouble

taking control of this situation now that she knows the

demon in her cellar isn’t something trying to eat her. The

expression on her face has Slabshard absolutely cowed, as

she says “and then you would sneak back in to listen and

scamper off if I got too close?” Slabshard nods, and Rachel

continues “well if you don’t realize, you should know that it’s

pretty weird to spy on someone in their basement!”

Slabshard looks positively abashed at this point, but Rachel’s

voice softens as she says “from here on out you don’t skulk

around.”

 

Slasbshard’s head pivots to look directly at Rachel as his

mouth hangs open and his eyes get wide as he repeats, “from

here on out?” Rachel smiles and pats the rock creature of his

arm and says, “there’s a festival going on soon, why don’t you

come explore it with me?” Slabshard vigorously nods his

assent.

 

You leave Rachel and Slabshard to talk amongst

themselves and head back up to the street and determine

your next move.

You decide to...
...stick around for the festival and find a room to
stay in.
...track down Iris for a post-work drink.
...decide to head out onto the road for your next
destination.
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A
s you look around the street, scanning for

someplace you can bed down for a few days,

you can still hear the faint rumble of

Slabshard’s voice emanating up from the cellar.

A few people going about their business even

get these confused and worried glances and

murmur to each other which makes you smile.

You head back towards the river, vaguely remembering

someplace with rooms available there.

 

You take in the sights of the townsfolk really getting into

the swing of setting up for the festival. Homemade

decorations are being strung across storefronts and between

the tops of buildings across the roads, all in a calm riot of

pale colors: blue, green, yellow, pink, and more. You spot

folks getting their treasures ready for the children to hunt

down, small boxes of similar pale color being stuffed with a

few copper coins, candy, or small toys.

 

You make it back to the river and spot the half-remembered

place called Neilson’s Hotel. The lobby is busier than you

expected, and it looks like folks come in from some distance

in order to enjoy the festival; you hope they still have rooms

available as you haven’t passed any other hotels.

 

Behind the desk is a young halfling woman who greets you

with warm eyes and a wide smile and says “Good afternoon

traveller, how can I help you?” You inquire after rooms and

the young woman who identifies herself as Greta lets you

know that there are three available for the duration of the

Leporine Festival: a penthouse with an expansive terrace that

will cost most of the coin you got off of Dirgen, a more

customary room with a wide set of windows that opens out

on the front of the hotel that will cost a third of Dirgen’s coin,

and lastly a spot in the hostel section of the hotel in a

bunkbed and costing you what you normally budget, and no

real hardship.

You decide to stay in
the...

...penthouse.

...normal room.

...hostel.
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Y
ou let Greta know that you’ll take one of their

typical rooms looking out over the front of the

hotel with a commanding view of the riverfront

and she slides a key over to you after you pay in

advance. You ask Greta to send up water for a

bath and head up to your room.

 

You feel you’ve chosen your accommodations well; the

room is nicely appointed and the bed looks to be the most

comfortable place to sleep you’ve seen in weeks. There is a

small table and chairs, a tub that will soon be filled with

steaming hot water, and a set of large glass-paned double

doors that opens onto a balconet with a comfortable padded

bench set before the beautiful view of the river.

 

You unpack your things and lounge on the window bench

as riverboats and rafts come in to dock, bringing with them

supplies for the upcoming festival. As the porter brings the

last of the water for the tub, you arrange for all your clothes

to be laundered and settle in for a long soak, relax as the dust

of the road is washed from your skin and your muscles

unknot from their exertions. Before too long you snap to and

realize you are going to fall asleep in this tub if you don’t

move and quickly towel yourself off and crawl into bed for a

well-deserved rest.

 

You awake the next morning feeling rested, rejuvenated,

and ready to take on the day. Your laundered clothes have

been placed just inside the door of your room, so you get

dressed and walk to the doors to survey what is happening on

the street below you and figure out what to do for the day. It

looks like part of the festival is some manner of aquatic

parade; rafts and boats are being decorated as parade floats,

with scenes of local gods, the return of spring, and more.

You decide to...
...go check on Rachel and Slabshard to see how
they are doing.
...go find Iris to let her know how things went
with Rachel and her “demon.”
...go down to the docks to ask more about the
river parade.
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Y
ou dress for the day, appreciative of the freshly

laundered scent of your clothes, and head

downstairs. Greta is once again at the desk and

greets you warmly as you pass through the

lobby. Outside is a riot of activity as more

townsfolk are continuing to show up to get to

work on their floats. The docks have the feeling

of a somehow productive party.

 

One of the bakers that you dropped sugar off to with Iris

has pulled a cart down to the docks and is selling breakfast

pastries and piping hot coffee. He waves as you approach and

inquires as to how you are doing, glad to see that you’ve

decided to stick around. The baker asks where you are

staying and you are able to point out your room, doors still

flung open to let in the cool morning air. You smile as you find

out that you’ll apparently have the perfect viewpoint of the

parade as it slowly drifts downriver tomorrow: the announcer

positions themselves at the intersection your hotel sits at.

 

You wander among those engaged in the frenetic energy

already sweeping through the workers. Some of those

working are building on the banks of the river or on the street

and will transfer their accomplishment to their vessel

afterwards, it looks like the earliest risers are the ones who

got their rafts and boats moored early and are able to work

directly on them.

 

You spot clergy building floats celebrating their gods,

children with floats recreating forest scenes or of giant

misshapen rabbits, stores looking to advertise, a community

choir that sings as they work and whose boat contains mostly

risers, what you can only guess is a local hedgewizard who

looks like their float may be stocked with pyrotechnics, and a

float that looks to be made by the local government or city

council, stocked as it is with symbolism of the town.

 

As you stop to take a sip of coffee and a bite of bearclaw

you notice that a few groups are struggling with their

endeavors. It seems that an elderly couple of clergy are

having difficulty transferring their tribute to the pink god

from the bank of the river onto their raft, and a group of

youngsters has created a rabbit effigy so monstrous that they

can’t actually get it off the ground to stand up.

** You decide to...

...assist the clergy in transferring their tribute to
their raft.
...assist the children in maneuvering their rabbit
effigy.
...drop off your empty coffee mug and head
further into town.
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Y
ou figure everyone here has a handle on what

they are doing. You eat the last bite of your

pastry, wash it down with the coffee and drop

the mug back off at the cart. The preparations

you saw yesterday continue with the streets a

veritable hive of activity. Even more decorations

are up, half-hidden packages peak out from

every nook and cranny possible, and long tables are being

dragged out into the street.

 

After asking a few questions and talking to the locals you

put together that the festival kicks off with the river parade,

proceeds throughout the day with treasure hunting, gift giving

and assorted merriment, and culminates in a feast in the

evening, right out in the town streets.

 

Everyone pitches in for the feast it seems, with hare and

rabbit dishes a traditional staple, along with copious amounts

of fruit, springtime vegetables, and lots of alcohol. Everyone

brings a dish, plops it onto the table, and the entire town

becomes one big happy family, sitting wherever there is

room.

 

This town is bigger than the last little hamlet you were in,

there are a variety of shops that line the main road, hawking

weapons, armor, potions, and more. Before setting off on the

road again, this could be a good opportunity to gird yourself

more effectively for whatever challenges lay ahead.

 

For that matter, you’ve got some experience with a bow,

and it seems like Rachel owes you something for the job you

did ensuring there wasn’t a threat in her cellar. Perhaps she’d

be willing to part with one of those bows in her shop, as she

did seem to know her trade well.

You decide to...
...check out the shops on the main street to see
what they have to offer.
...stop by Rachel’s to inquire about payment for
services rendered.
...continue wandering around town looking for
different opportunities.
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Y
ou dodge in and among folks carrying tables

and chairs into the streets, friends and

neighbors dropping things off for each other,

and kids screaming with delight as they play

outside in the warm spring sunshine. As you get

closer to Rachel’s shop you hear a few

comments that make you think that Slabshard

might be out and about, things like “did you see the size of

that thing?” from those with wide eyes.

 

Sure enough as you round a corner, Slabshard and Rachel

stand in front of her store while a gathering crowd assembles

to take in this unexpected sight. It would appear that

Slabshard is answering the questions of the onlookers, which

he does with patience and calm. A couple of kids look

desperate to try and climb up on his back, restrained by their

parents.

 

As you approach, the rock creature smiles and greets you

with a wave, causing everyone else to follow his gesture to

you and stare. You simply smile, wave back, and skate past

the crowd as Rachel gestures for you to follow her into her

shop.

 

“Well, I can’t believe I’m saying this, but it would appear the

demon in my cellar is actually a fairly nice fellow, even if he

has some learning to do about boundaries,” says Rachel, “but

really I realized that you left without me thanking you in any

way, which is terrible! I’m so sorry for that but it was just

such a weird circumstance...” Rachel trails off for a second,

remembering the events of the evening before snapping to.

“But I’ve got payment for you, and do know that I truly

appreciate your help.”

 

Rachel pulls a bow wrapped in cloth from behind the

counter and as she pulls it out, you are stunned by its beauty;

truly this weapon is a masterwork of her craft. “It’s finished,

but somewhat lacking in ornament, have anything that you’d

like to embellish it with?”

You respond:
“Yes, this small ball of silk thread, dyed the
color of newly bloomed purple lilac.”
“Yes, this dire wolf fang.”
“No, it looks perfect the way it is.”
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Y
ou rummage around in your bag and pull out

the tooth of the massive wolf you recently did

battle with. Rachel takes it in her hand and

looks closely at it, “is this... burned?” You smile

and respond that yes, the wolf from which it

came did get a bit burned, remembering your

stint with divine fiery power coursing through

your body. She weighs the massive fang in her hand, “must

have been some wolf.” You respond that indeed it was.

 

Rachel lets you know she will make sure the bow is ready

tomorrow and to swing by sometime during the festival; she’ll

be in the neighborhood of her shop all day. You ask Rachel

what Slabshard’s plan is and she responds, “honestly he

really seems to like it here, and he’s getting along like a house

on fire with the other townsfolk. I get the feeling that maybe

he was a bit of a loner in his world and he’s eager for a

change of scenery. I think he’s going to stick around for a

while. He’s going to be the main attraction at the festival

tomorrow, that’s for sure.” You respond, “he probably

shouldn’t get on one of those floats though.” Rachel chuckles

and responds, “no probably not.”

 

You leave Rachel to finish the work on your bow and make

your way back outside where Slabshard spots you and

manages to excuse himself from his crowd of onlookers long

enough to ask to speak to you quickly. You both head around

the back of the shop where there is a bit more privacy. “I just

wanted to say thank you friend, for not leading with violence

and opening up the possibility of a real friendship with

Rachel, it is greatly appreciated.” You respond, “seemed like

the reasonable thing to do, don’t mention it.” Slabshard says,

“well still, consider me in your debt, should you require

assistance, I am happy to provide it.”

 

You thank Slabshard for the offer, take your leave, and

determine what to do with the rest of your day.

You decide to...
...head back to the main street to check out the
shops.
...find a tavern and spend some of this coin on
drink.
...doze away the day in your hotel room, eager
for the festival to begin.
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Y
ou continue to wander the streets a bit until the

midday spring sun makes you thirsty enough to

seek out a public house. You find one not far

from the docks, called the Sinking Palace, the

sign of which depicts an ornate ship sinking

into a river. The ship has instead of a crow’s

nest, a crown.

 

You stride through the open door and find the sudden calm

immediately relaxing. While the streets of the town are full of

noise, people, and activity, the Sinking Palace is a bubble of

calm on a riotous day. Only a few folks are currently

patronizing the establishment, most of which seem to be

professional drinkers already deep in their cups.

 

The bartender doesn’t seem particularly interested in your

presence so you take the time to survey the room. Two heavy

drinkers are parked at the bar, while one is at a table; this last

one is eyeballing you with hostile curiosity. He continues to

slowly and methodically drink while remaining silent.

 

There is a woman sitting at a table looking out one of the

side windows that has a view of the activity at the docks. She

appears to be dressed for travel but carries no weapons other

than a dagger at her belt. She doesn’t seem overly

preoccupied with the interior of the tavern at all, instead quite

enjoying watching the parade come together as she drinks a

bottle of wine.

 

One wall is a notice board for the town, covered in fliers,

notices, and notes. It doesn’t look like the bartender ever

really bothers to prune back what gets posted as the wall is a

veritable riot of paper. It looks like some folks take to posting

multiple missives in an effort to stand out from the noise.

 

The bartender himself is a man lean and sharp as a sword,

with a hooked nose that gives the overall effect of looking at a

harpoon. He appears to be doing inventory on what his stock

looks like behind the bar while writing up a list.

You decide to
approach...

...the bartender.

...the traveler.

...the notice board.
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Y
ou avoid the inhabitants of the bar entirely and

make your way over to the board. You notice the

bartender bothers to give you the briefest of

glances while you walk over but continue to

keep his own counsel.

 

The board looks like a paper dragon hide,

scales of notices and missives overlapping one upon the

other. A lot of this is the sort of thing one might expect in a

small town: notices of lost pets, advertisements for new

businesses, and fliers for events happening or bands playing.

There are a few that stand out to you as unusual as you

peruse the sheets.

 

One is from the owner of a large wolfhound that was

viciously attacked and killed by a predator of some kind. The

owner heard the hound in a fight with something in the night,

but by the time they got outside the creature had disappeared

and the hound was brutally slain. The owner is looking for

information in order to hunt the killer down and destroy it.

 

Another is from a resident on the outskirts of the town that

has a small goat farm. The farmer is taking great pains to

secure his goat herd, but somehow they continue to go

missing no matter how many fences, and locks are put in

place. The farmer is looking for any information that might go

to solving his mystery of the missing goats.

 

A third is from one of the general stores in town,

complaining of stolen food. The thief has been consistently

stealing food from the store for weeks now, with no leads as

to who is doing it or how. The owner of the store is getting

desperate as the amounts being stolen are considerable. Any

information that would lead to the capture of the criminal

would be rewarded.

You decide to follow
up on...

...the slain wolfhound.

...the missing goats.

...the stolen food.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 8, 2020

Y
ou’ve always thought goats are weirdly cute

creatures so that seems like as viable an

afternoon plan as any. There are a few copies of

the flier up on the board so you pull one down

and put it in your pocket. You stroll over to the

bar to get that drink and try and ask the

bartender what he might know about the case

of the missing goats. However he responds entirely in a

variety of grunts and growls with nary a genuine word

escaping his lips. You get the feeling that for whatever reason

he’s not in a particularly convivial mood and decide to head

out after finishing a tankard.

 

You pull the flier out again to try and figure out exactly

where this farm is, but there isn’t any specific information on

the location, instead simply saying Grady’s Goat Farm. You

weigh your options about what your next move is. If someone

or something is stealing goats, this could be a genuine

adventure, albeit low stakes.

 

You look back down the main street at the shops and

contemplate popping in there to see if there is anything that

could help round out your kit. Maybe instead a travelling

companion is in order? Perhaps Iris, Rachel, or Slabshard

would be interested in taking a walkabout with you. Then

again, it really is just goats, what’s the worst that could

happen?

You decide to...
...head back to the main street to check out the
shops.
...go rustle up a friend to join you in investigating.
...stop a passerby to figure out how to head to
the farm directly.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 9, 2020

Y
ou figure some company couldn’t hurt. With the

chaotic atmosphere of the party getting set up in

the streets you figure there is a decent chance

that you end up getting completely lost, so a

local would probably be welcome.

 

Perhaps Rachel would want to join? She

might already have your bow ready if she worked fast, and a

new weapon could come in handy in case there really is

trouble involved in this goat caper. She’s local to the town too

and would definitely know how to get to the goat farm.

 

You haven’t really seen Iris since you finished dropping off

sugar with her, so it might be nice to catch up. She makes

deliveries all over town as well, so she would be a good guide.

You’ve got a sneaking suspicion she knows the best place to

set up for the festival tomorrow as well.

 

Slabshard may not know the best way to get to the goat

farm, but as far as backup goes, few things beat a towering

heap of pure living rock. If you get into any trouble, he’s

probably one of the best companions imaginable.

You decide to ask...
...Rachel.
...Iris.
...Slabshard.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 11, 2020

M
ight as well be as prepared for the

festival as possible, so you decide to go

track down Iris to see if she can guide

you to the goat farm and give you some

tips on enjoying yourself tomorrow. You

aren’t entirely sure where to find her

though, she never mentioned to you

where she was staying, so you keep up your aimless

wandering around town, hoping you get lucky.

 

While the town is bigger than that last hamlet you stayed

in, it still isn’t all that big. It takes a bit more than a half hour

of methodically walking up and down streets before you spot

the cart that you and Iris made your deliveries with parked

out front of a farrier’s shop. Looks sort of like a small barn,

and peaking inside the large open double doors, you spot Iris’

friend.

 

As you call out a greeting and the friend turns to look at

you, you spot Iris herself, sitting in a large wooden chair. The

friend had been leaning over her, blocking your view, and you

see that Iris is wrapped in a blanket, comfortably sipping

something warm from a heavy clay mug. Apparently Iris and

this guy are old friends indeed.

 

Iris chuckles a bit about being found in this fashion and

excuses herself up a spiral staircase to the second floor,

presumably the friend’s living quarters. He walks up to you

and introduces himself as Samuel; the two of you make

stunted small talk while waiting for Iris’ return. “So what’s

this all about Oxblood?” you hear called from the staircase as

Iris makes her return.

“Well I’m getting a bit antsy and could use something to do

before the big festival tomorrow,” you pull out the notice

sheet from your pocket, “how about we go track down some

missing goats?” you ask with a wide smile. Iris lets out a deep

belly laugh and says “sure why not, I could use some

sunshine. That place is on the river on the outskirts of town”

Iris kisses Samuel on the cheek as he walks her to the door.

“You can take the horsecart again if you’d like,” says Samuel.

 

 

You decide to travel to
the farm...

...by walking.

...by Samuel’s horsecart.

...by Iris’ raft.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 12, 2020

I
ris smiles and squeezes Samuel’s arm and says,

“thanks, I think we will take the cart.” The three of

you harness Samuel’s horse, named Monster, to the

cart before boarding it with Iris once again driving

and you sitting in the back. Samuel throws a crate up

to you so you have someplace to sit where you’ll be

able to talk to Iris more directly, and passes a

longbow and quiver of arrows up to Iris who tucks them

under the seat of the horsecart. The detail on the bow looks

very similar to the one you should be receiving tomorrow

from Rachel, presumably more of her handiwork.

 

The two of you set off down the street with Iris throwing

back a wink at Samuel which elicits a laugh. Samuel calls,

“see you tonight?” while Iris responds “absolutely.” She

catches you smirking at her and flatly says, “what?” while you

respond “nothing, he seems nice.” Iris smiles deeply and lets

you know that Samuel is an old friend, but they both keep

busy with their work, so she takes advantage of opportunities

to get together whenever she’s in town. You respond that you

bet she does which elicits a punch to the shoulder.

 

The two of you make small talk on the short trip to the goat

farm, regaling each other with tales of your comings and

goings since last you spoke. Iris is fascinated to get your side

of the story regarding the discovery of Slabshard; she’s pretty

confident he’s going to be the highlight of the festival

tomorrow. When Iris finds out where you are staying she

mentions how lucky you are, apparently it is ground zero for

the festival and actually mentions that she might swing by to

take in that view you’ve got in the hotel.

 

You gradually move from the dense town center to the

more sporadically populated outskirts of the town and just as

you are beginning to wonder if you’ve missed the farm

entirely, you see smoke as if from a chimney coming up over

the trees not too far off. The loud braying of a goat however

directs your attention from the top of the forest canopy back

to the road. Standing and eating some leaves is a goat with a

double “G” branded prominently on its rump. “One of

Grady’s?” you ask, with Iris nodding with a confusedly

furrowed brow.

You decide to...
...catch the goat and bring it back to the farm.
...catch the goat and tether it to a tree for Grady
to come pick up.
...ignore the goat and make your way to the
farm.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 18 , 2020

“To be honest, I really don’t get how

these goats are getting out. Grady

has turned their enclosure into a

veritable fortress. This doesn’t make

sense,” says Iris as she scans the

treeline and eases her bow and

quiver out from below the cart’s seat.

“Well we should do the neighborly thing and bring it back to

him right?” you ask. Iris absently nods in response as she

continues to scan for... well you aren’t exactly sure what she

might be scanning for.

 

You pull a short length of rope from the back of the cart to

use as a makeshift halter and approach the goat who bleats

loudly at you, evidently not quite sure that it likes the cut of

your jib. A short chase ensues as the goat hops its way

around trees as you lunge to toss the halter around its neck.

You finally manage to catch the impudent creature and are

shocked to see that Iris is still so distracted she didn’t even

provide color commentary on your chase, nor even watch

what you are doing at all.

 

“Ok, seriously, what’s the matter,” you ask but Iris shrugs

and responds, “I’m not sure, something just doesn’t feel

right.” You tie the halter to the cart and the goat continues to

voice its displeasure at the current state of affairs. The three

of you continue down the road a couple minutes more until

the entrance to Grady’s appears. A handmade wooden gate

surrounds the path that leads to the farm and atop it is the

same double “G” symbol you saw branded on the goat.

 

As you make your way to the farmhouse and goat pen you

are struck by how silent the area is; based on how noisy this

one infernal goat is you would have expected this whole place

to be pretty loud.

You decide to...
...approach the pen to return the wandering
goat.
...approach the farmhouse and knock on the door.
...stay where you are and call out for Grady.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 19, 2020

U
nnerved by the silence but equally unnerved

at the thought of breaking it, you decide to

just see if Grady is at home. You and Iris seem

to have quickly developed the ability to

communicate without speaking: she looks at

you with an air of serious expectation and you

indicate with your head to the farmhouse; she

replies with a short nod.

 

You leave the goat tethered to the cart and pat Samuel’s

horse on the neck reassuringly as you pass; the poor creature

doesn’t seem any happier at the current state of affairs. Only

the goat seems to be bleating away his contentment.

 

The farmhouse is a fairly large, two story affair, with a

porch that runs the entire front of the building. It reminds you

of the front gate in that you suspect that Grady and his family

built the whole affair themselves. Grady even went to the

expense of installing a large number of windows, though you

see neither light nor movement from inside the building as

you approach.

 

You and Iris stand on either side of the door and after a few

moments of hesitation, you lightly pound on the door, still

discomforted by the sound. The whole situation starts to feel

a little ridiculous as you realize that perhaps Grady is simply

in town getting ready for the festival. Just as the anxiety is on

the precipice of draining from you, you glance off the porch to

the side of the house and see several... spikes? Spines? You

aren’t sure, but they are about a foot long, glossy black, and

impaled in the ground.

 

Just then Iris quietly says behind you, “the goat pen, it’s a

lake of blood.” You turn, realizing the extra elevation of the

porch just barely lets you peak into the goat pen and indeed,

all you can see is red.

You decide to...
...try the door and investigate the interior of the
house.
...pick up one of the spikes to examine it more
closely.
...walk over to the goat pen to investigate the
blood.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 20, 2020

Y
ou indicate to Iris the spikes in the ground

beside the house. She furrows her brow in

confusion and continues to survey the area, now

with an arrow out and knocked on her

bowstring. You vault over the side of the porch

landing softly in the grass to investigate further.

 

You pull up one of the spikes and it is indeed about a foot

long, but in addition to being a shiny black color, you can see

now that it looks to have small jagged serrations that run

down the sides. Examining the tip more closely, it doesn’t

appear this has any mechanism for injecting toxins of any

kind, though it certainly looks capable of doing plenty of

damage without any further assistance.

 

You can see now there are more spikes impaled in the

ground and into the side of the farmhouse. It almost looks

like a trail leading around back. As you turn and hold up the

spike to the porch to show Iris, you swear you can hear a low

throaty chuckle. You quickly turn and scan the area but see

nothing; your anxiety getting to you perhaps? You look to your

companion but it doesn’t appear she’s heard anything.

 

You take another glance around but don’t see a threat and

get Iris’ attention to investigate this clue but she isn’t able to

make sense of it either. Did this come from a creature? If so

what sort of monstrous being makes something like this?

You decide to...
...try the door and investigate the interior of the
house.
...follow the trail of spikes around the back of
the house.
...walk over to the goat pen to investigate the
blood.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 21, 2020

Y
ou set the spike on a chair sitting on the porch

and decide that a small lake of blood can only

be put off for so long. As you approach, a breeze

picks up and carries the overwhelmingly acrid

smell of rotting flesh towards you, causing you

to immediately question your decision.

 

Grady had in fact built up quite the impressive series of

fortifications around his goat pen. The original fence looks to

have been wrapped in rope to try and make sure goats

couldn’t wiggle through the slats, but based on how much of

that was chewed through, it clearly wasn’t effective.

Afterwards Grady evidently wrapped the whole thing in yards

and yards of chain on top. That wasn’t enough though

apparently as the original inner fence is then surrounded by a

taller and denser privacy fence that you can’t imagine a goat

getting through. The planks of fencing are even cut to sharp

points to really drive the “fortress” effect home.

 

Approaching the doors to the pen, they appear to be

equally overengineered affairs, with thick and heavy doors,

heavily locked and barred. The strangest part is that

everything is still in place; the locks are bolted, the bar is in

place. You can’t imagine how a goat could possibly get out of

this enclosure.

 

You hoist yourself up on the fence to get a better look

inside and the smell definitely matches what you see before

you. Close to two dozen dead goats, brutally slaughtered. It

looks like some manner of wild animal did the job as you can

see massive claw wounds, huge bite marks, and even more of

those mysterious spikes. The blood from the goats has spilled

out into innumerable pools in the dirt, causing a fair sized

pond of carnage.

You decide to...
...head back to the house and try to investigate
inside.
...head back to the trail of spikes to investigate.
...hop over the fence and into the goat pen to
investigate further.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 22, 2020

I
ris hoists herself up onto the fence a little ways down

from you to survey the gruesome sight more closely

as well. Curious to get a closer look at the injuries

sustained by the goats, you hop over the fence and

grimace as your boots squelch into a pool of blood as

you land.

 

Squatting down next to one of the creatures you can see

that the claw marks look like something of a tiger or maybe a

bear? The wounds are long, deep, and it looks like the claws

are spaced over an inch apart. Whatever it was, it was

definitely big. You can tell less by the bite marks, just that the

creature again must have been very large, and more than a

little savage.

 

As you investigate, you can hear that Monster, the horse, is

getting highly agitated, stamping his feet, whinnying and

pulling at the harness. Even the implacable goat seems to

sense that something may be amiss and is surveilling the

area.

 

You suddenly hear noise coming from the farmhouse, or

rather on top of it; it sounds like something large and heavy

has just landed on the roof and you can hear slow, heavy,

plodding steps climb the slanted back pitch, though whatever

is back there is still hidden. It grows quiet as you and Iris lock

eyes briefly for a moment, until you hear the distinct and

unmistakable sound of a loud, gravelly, chuckle.

You decide to...
...hide inside the goat pen.
...help the increasingly agitated Monster.
...head for the farmhouse.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 25, 2020

Y
ou and Iris lock eyes from across the fence and

there is a brief moment when all sound and

action has drained from the world. You freeze in

place as you stare at your friend, and you can’t

see so much as a single strand of hair move on

her head. No wind disturbs the trees, not a bleat

from the goat, not a movement from Monster. In

that moment you have the briefest time necessary to consider

your move. And then you explode into action.

 

You sprint the short length of the goat pen, your brown

boots now dyed red in the goat’s blood, and vault over both

fences surrounding the goat pen in a single fluid action. You

and Iris move with one intent to get inside the farmhouse and

try and take some cover till you know what it is you are

dealing with. As Iris passes Monster she takes the few

seconds needed to cut the leather straps holding Monster to

give him a chance to flee while you draw your sword mid-run

and slash at the rope holding the goat.

 

You leap up to the porch and slam your shoulder into the

front door which gives way easily, evidently unlocked, while

your sword is still gripped in your hand till the knuckles turn

bone white. Iris follows your lead, taking the porch in a

couple leaping strides and throws herself into the farmhouse

as you slam the door shut behind her and throw a nearby bar

across it, hoping it will be enough to be useful.

 

You hear Iris make a noise behind you as you secure the

door and turn to see who can only be Grady, on the floor of

the kitchen just inside the rear door. Grady has six or seven

of those same barbed spikes impaled into his back; it looks

like he just managed to drag himself inside, bleeding

prolifically, before he expired, his face contorted in pain.

 

Iris catches your eye at the same moment the house shakes

as whatever is on top of it moves once again.

You decide to...
...make your way to the second floor.
...stay on the first floor.
...check to see if there is a cellar.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 26, 2020

I
ris closes the kitchen door to the farmhouse, slipping

momentarily in Brady’s blood. You ask Iris if she has

any idea what the hell is out there, but she’s not sure.

You begin to take stock of your surroundings,

checking out the first floor. The entrance foyer had

the steps leading up to the second floor, and to the

right a large living room. Behind those in the back of

the house is a large kitchen.

 

You check every nook and cranny but don’t turn up what

you are really looking for, steps leading down to a cellar to

hide out in. You sigh as you turn to Iris who says “we’re going

to have to get out there, we can’t stay in here forever. I’m

guessing this thing, whatever it is, can tear down this house if

it wants to.”

 

You don’t disagree but you hadn’t planned on dying before

getting to enjoy the festival. You begin to scheme some

scenarios that might see you and Iris through this alive.

You decide to...
...act as bait for whatever the creature is, allowing
Iris a clear shot on it with her bow.
...have you and Iris escape stealthily, attempting
to leave this house without making the creature
aware.
...attempt to figure out where the creature is on
the ceiling, and attack it through the roof.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 27, 2020

“Ok Iris, I’m going to make like I’m

heading for the treeline,” you say in

hushed tones, “and when whatever

that thing is comes after me, give it a

few shots in the back like it did to

poor old Grady back there.” Iris

looks back at the farmer with a tight

grimace and puts a hand on your shoulder and says, “this

bastard is going to get what’s coming to it.”

 

Iris takes up position next to the front door to the

farmhouse, arrow knocked and bow drawn, while you

reluctantly sheath your sword to make yourself look as

unthreatening as possible. You hold up three fingers to Iris,

then two, then one before throwing the door open with a loud

bang that reverberates across the farm, and leap off the porch

at a sprint.

 

You are about halfway to the treeline when you hear

something big moving and the creature rumbles out “where

do you think you’re going, tasty morsel?” Curious to know

what it is you are dealing with, you decide to look over your

shoulder and see a large creature flying towards you from the

farmhouse roof.

 

At first the odd assemblage of aspects doesn’t resolve in

your brain, you just can’t quite make sense of it. It’s a flying

creature, sure, with large leathery dragon wings, but the body

looks to be positively feline. The head of the creature almost

makes you stop running to look closer, as it looks like a

twisted version of a human, albeit one that has been through

some terrible things, but ringed in a mane of fur and barbs.

The tail is what makes everything click together for you

though, as it terminates in well over a dozen of those same

spikes you’ve seen in Grady’s back.

 

A manticore, you’re being hunted by a manticore.

 

Just as you realize what the creature is, one of Iris’ arrows

finds a place precisely where it’s right wing joins the body and

the creature howl’s in pain as it lands heavily and awkwardly

in a pile of wings and barbs. It doesn’t take long to right itself

before looking first at you and then Iris and appears ready to

charge your friend.

You decide to...
...charge the manticore and deal with that
spiked tail.
...charge the manticore and make sure it can’t fly
again.
...charge the manticore and try to hobble it.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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May 28, 2020

Y
ou grin wickedly as this foolish beast turns it’s

back on you now that it’s been grounded. You

lower yourself to a crouch and take off running

like you were fired from a crossbow, pulling free

your sturdy longsword while closing the

distance with this abomination.

 

You come up on the creature’s left side to do some damage

on the wing that Iris didn’t hit, and just as the manticore

seems poised to leap at Iris in a shower of claws and fangs,

you raise your blade up high and bring it down to bear with

all your might on a section of the wing where the bone looks

thinner.

 

The manticore looks over at you with surprise, clearly

befuddled that not a few moments ago it had these two puny

humans hiding in a house and now they are causing it no end

of grief. However before the creature can react, you bring

your blade down once again and hear a satisfying, if slightly

sickening, ‘crack’ as the wingbone breaks. The manticore lets

loose a howl that might give you permanent hearing loss, but

this thing isn’t going to be flying anywhere.

 

You take a few steps back and look to Iris who has another

arrow knocked and her bowstring drawn back about halfway.

You decide to...
...press your advantage and attempt to slay this
creature.
...distract the manticore so that Iris can take
another shot at it.
...cease the attack and attempt to communicate
with it.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 2, 2020

Y
ou lock eyes with Iris for a brief moment before

you jump in front of the manticore, brashly

slashing at the creature with your sword while

dodging the creature’s bites and claws. After a

few moments ensuring this creature has eyes

only for you, you drop straight down to the

ground and lay prone on your back. The abrupt

action is so confusing for the monster that it stops moving for

a fraction of a second to simply stare at you, confusion

evident on its grotesque approximation of a human face.

 

At this moment, you hear the twang of a bowstring and see

the missile fly no more than a couple feet over you and lodge

itself deep in the manticore’s cheek. The creature rears up,

howling in agony, howling in frustration, howling with rage at

all that has happened in this short span of time, as it went

from the hunter of a pair of puny humans, to being effectually

shot and sliced by these pathetic earthbound bipeds.

 

The manticore lets out one final roar while raised up on its

back legs, sure to land heavily and press its attack on you and

Iris, but instead, you kick out and slide yourself over the slick,

blood-soaked earth and under the creature and raise your

blade up perpendicular to the ground and brace yourself with

every ounce of your considerable muscle.

 

As the manticore lands heavily on all four of it’s paws, your

longsword skewers the head of the flying beast, finally putting

an end to it’s rampage. You dodge out of the way before the

beast falls to the ground and traps you underneath, and stand

quite covered in blood and amazed that you managed to get

through this without a scratch.

You decide to...
...try and find someplace to clean off the blood.
...check on Iris to make sure she is ok.
...make sure that Monster and the horsecart are
ok.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 3, 2020

Y
ou look down at your bloodsoaked hands and

clothes and try and ineffectually wipe the gore

away, more or less just smearing it over a larger

area of your person. You shrug, look to the

porch, and see that Iris is standing there with

eyes still bulging out of her head and staring at

the manticore. Based on how tightly she is

gripping her bow, it seems that the adrenaline is taking a bit

to wear off.

 

You find Iris a cup of water and get her to relax on the

porch as she comes down from all the murderous excitement

the two of you just experienced and attend to the manticore:

namely its tail spikes. You aren’t quite sure if it’s possible, but

if they could be incorporated into some arrows, they would

make a great complement to the new bow Rachel is

delivering tomorrow.

 

As you work on extracting the spikes from the manticore,

you hear noise coming from the path leading to the road.

Before you can say “knife,” Iris has her bow in hand and an

arrow nocked and ready to fly. Coming into the clearing is an

assortment of five townsfolk on horseback wielding a variety

of weapons, or “weapons,” as one looks to have a garden

rake.

 

The townsfolk take in the scene, Iris slowly lowers her bow

and steps off the porch to meet the newcomers. They heard

the noise of the fracas from town and came to investigate. As

you finish extracting the tail spikes, Iris regales them with the

story of how the two of you slayed the mighty creature, and

relay news of poor old Grady’s death. You leave Iris to do the

talking and continue your work.

 

The newcomers immediately hit upon an idea: Iris and

Oxblooded Erin featured on their own float in the parade

tomorrow and celebrated throughout the festival!

You reply...
...humbly, that you aren’t one for attention and
don’t need the spotlight for this.
...gladly, that you are more than happy to be
feted for your heroics.
...angrily, that maybe these people should mind
their own damn business.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Bundle of manticore tail spikes
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June 4, 2020

Y
ou try to make excuses that all you were really

doing was defending yourself; the manticore

looked like it wanted to make you and Iris its

next lunch and you made sure that wasn’t going

to happen. There really isn’t any need for a

parade float, you assure the townsfolk. You look

over at Iris who seems amused by your

discomfort and realize that you are probably going to have to

evade this lot if you want to avoid riding one of those floats on

the river.

 

You and Iris track down Monster, who was calmly eating

grass at the side of the road, and enlist the townsolk’s help in

getting Samuel’s horsecart temporarily hitched up to his

horse and able to make the trip into town, rigging something

together with the cut leather straps that had previously

secured the creature to the cart.

 

As soon as you hit the town proper, you hop off the cart,

letting Iris know you’ve got an errand to run and take off

before anyone can respond, making your way to Rachel’s

house in the hope she can recommend a fletcher. You give

Rachel the abridged version of your day so far and show off

the manticore spikes, mentioning your hope that they could

be incorporated into arrows. Rachel feels confident her usual

fletcher would be up to the challenge and gives you her name

and address.

 

You swing by the fletcher, a woman named Agatha, who is

wildly excited both to hear this harrowing tale of adventure as

well as the prospect of making such a unique missile. She

lets you know that the arrows should be ready tomorrow, and

she’ll get them over to Rachel to deliver with your bow.

 

You make your way back to the hotel, exhausted, catching

more than a few looks at your thoroughly bloody demeanor,

and looking for another hot bath to soak away the day’s

activities; the thought of that wildly comfortable bed fills you

with joy. Your sleep that night is deep and dreamless.

 

Come the morning of the Leporine Festival however, you

peek out the large front window of your room and see Iris

(who seems perfectly happy to be showered with affection

and praise) as well as a group of townsfolk in front of the

hotel, looking awfully keen at the prospect of getting you on a

float.

You decide to...
...head out the front door of the hotel to deal with
this directly.
...slip out the back door of the hotel to avoid
notice.
...hide out in your room until the parade starts
and then leave midway through.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 9, 2020

Y
ou don your freshly laundered clothing, thinking

that maybe it is time for something new as the

repeated applications of blood have left a bit of a

pinkish hue to them, and get ready to face this

issue directly. You look at your sword, unsure if

it makes sense to buckle it on, and decide

against it. More than likely you’ll just end up

slapping someone’s legs when you try to turn around in a

crowd. Besides you should have a new bow on your back

before too long.

 

You head downstairs where Greta the halfling seems to be

a permanent fixture behind the desk. She smiles warmly and

with a bare hint of mischief as she greets you and inquires as

to how your sleep was, and suggests that perhaps you have

some friends waiting for you outside. Not stalling exactly, but

feeling you need some energy to take on this day, you duck

into the bar and restaurant off the lobby where breakfast is

being served. You eat an egg sandwich and drink a large mug

of hot coffee, savoring the last few swallows of the warm

brew.

 

Feeling you’ve put off the inevitable for as long as you

reasonably can, you square your shoulders and stride out the

door where Iris and some townsfolk are still milling about,

waiting for the parade to start, and presumably, you.

 

Iris immediately brightens up as she sees you exit, calling

out your name warmly. “It would appear these fine folks

would like us to participate in the parade Erin, we worked all

night to turn my sugar raft into a float celebrating the end of

this menace.” You follow her gaze to the familiar raft and see

that it is indeed decorated, though somewhat incongruously.

The sort of default decorations for the Leporine Festival

covers the vehicle, with garlands of flowers and paper

streamers and bunting in bright pastel colors. However the

wings, spikes, and claws of the creature also festoon the craft,

making for a weirdly grizzly sight among such delightful

colors.

You decide to...
...state directly and straightforwardly that you
won’t be on the float.
...state that you will come back for the float, but
need to slip away first.
...agree to be part of the parade on Iris’ float.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 10, 2020

Y
ou look at all the smiling celebratory faces

around you and contemplate the fact that you

and Iris did in fact rid this town of a monster

that could have taken who knows how many

lives and think, “if that isn’t worthy of a

celebration, what is?” You let the assembled

crowd know that you will in fact be more than

happy to participate in the festivities and throw your arm

around Iris’ shoulder as you all walk down to where the raft

is moored on the river, reliving details of your heroics on the

way.

 

Iris’ raft has been piled with empty barrels and crates

haphazardly over the surface in order to create a foundation

to place the decorations. A stack of crates lashed together is

the base on which the wings have been mounted, along with a

sort of wood and rope support system so that the wings arc

over the raft (also providing some shade) rather than hang

limply. The claws dangle from fishing line, clacking against

the wood as the raft jostles about, while the spikes have just

sort of been impaled on whatever surface looked good. Over

and around all this is the pastel streamers and bunting, along

with pots filled to the brim with flowers.

 

As you survey the scene, trying to figure out where exactly

you’d like to position yourself among the chaos, you notice

that it would appear that Iris has stocked up on booze as one

of the crates is open, and definitely not empty, filled as it is

with bottles of wine and spirits galore.

 

“Since we’re a last minute entry into the parade and heroes

of the hour, we get to choose where we position ourselves in

the order of things. Do you have any thoughts?” asks Iris.

You respond...
“Let’s kick this thing off, right in the front of
the parade.”
“How about we blend in, someplace randomly
in the middle.”
“You’ve got to save the best for last.”

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 14, 2020

I
ris flashes a big toothy grin and says, “I couldn’t

agree more, saving the best for last it is.” The two of

you, and some of Iris’ townsfolk friends, board the

raft and you all begin guiding the raft up river quite a

ways. The parade is even longer than you had

expected and you pass several dozen floats on the

way.

 

You pass the town council on a large and official looking

barge bearing what appears to be the crest for the city (a

green stag on a brown field), three different floats from

congregations of the local temples covered in the symbols

and trappings of their divine lords, a number of floats of

groups of kids just looking to have fun and show off their

creative skills, and more.

 

The parade is pretty straightforward once it starts; the

rafts, barges, and small boats that make up the parade

position themselves upstream and tie themselves up at posts

driven into the riverbed. Then the floats (taking the name

rather literally in this parade) simply untether themselves in

order to drift slowly downstream, letting the languid current

carry them past the waterfront of the town.

 

A whole second party sets up where everyone is

temporarily moored, as the parade generally takes several

hours to run its course. The folks at the back of the parade

really settle in and card games are started, bottles opened,

and merriment ensues. You look around seeing that the float

dedicated to the congregation of the green god and a group of

rowdy loggers have settled in on either side of you.

 

You decide to...
...strike up a conversation with the cleric.
...strike up a conversation with the loggers.
...talk to Iris and the townsfolk on your raft.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 16, 2020

I
ris nudges you as you take in your surroundings and

passes you a bottle of whiskey with a wink and then

settles down on the raft nearest the cleric to strike up

a conversation. You look over to the loggers and

figure this should be interesting, pull the cork out of

the bottle with your teeth and spit it back into the box

full of libations on your raft.

 

The loggers occupy a small barge and are a bubble of

extreme chaos bobbing gently on top of the river. There are

six burly men and women, all wearing thick shirts with

intricate patterns of overlapping, multicolored, perpendicular

lines. They’ve used newly cut branches to decorate the barge,

making their entry in the parade sort of a miniature floating

forest.

 

Inside you can see that the excitement is centered around a

barrel at the center of the barge on which the loggers are

taking turns throwing dice after which money changes hands.

No matter what the outcome, the result is thunderous

shouting. One of the loggers sees you watching and with a

massive grin, strides over, grabs you in a gigantic bear hug,

and lifts you bodily into the barge.

 

You hear shouts that seem to include “Manticore slayer!” as

you are ushered into the center of the roiling chaos. The dice

are pressed into your hand and after taking a long swig of

whiskey for good luck, you throw the bones, turning up faces

with one pip and three pips, which predictably leads to more

thunderous shouts, and a logger across from you passes you

a handful of coins before the dice pass to the next player.

 

You have absolutely no idea what the rules are here, but it

honestly doesn't seem to matter much.

You decide to...
...pass the time drinking and throwing dice with
the loggers.
...challenge the loggers to an arm wrestling
competition.
...challenge the loggers to a thumb wrestling
competition.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 17, 2020

Y
ou are fully caught up in the cyclone of chaos

that is the logger’s raft. At no point can you

totally understand what it is the loggers are

saying, how the game of dice is played, or what

the words to the songs they keep singing are,

but you lay into all three activities with gusto

which makes your new friends inordinately

happy.

 

You still have no idea what the rules to this dice game are,

and it doesn’t even seem like everyone takes a turn throwing

the dice; sometimes people throw multiple times in a row,

sometimes it goes back and forth between a handful of

people, but every time the dice are pressed into your palm,

you toss them, become slightly deafened by the thunderous

shouting and either accept the coin passed to you, or if that

doesn’t happen, hold out a similar amount and wait for

someone to take it.

 

It’s hard to tell based on weight, but you think your coin

purse might be slightly heavier which is a nice side benefit to

all this. Seeing how this vortex of chaos has sucked you in

though, you are shocked by how quickly the time has passed

and notice that the boats, barges, and rafts around you are

beginning to get lined up for the last leg of the parade. You

sort of yell incomprehensibly while waving your hand and the

loggers do the same, and you hop back over to your own float.

 

Bereft of the madness, you realize now that you are indeed

quite drunk and that while you left your float with one bottle

of whiskey, you have returned with a different bottle in hand,

and there isn’t all that much left in it. You squint suspiciously

into the bottle and shake it around, seeing the three fingers of

amber colored liquid slosh around. Iris asks, “What is it with

you, drinking, and my raft? If you’re gonna be sick, try at least

not to face the town when you do it.”

 

You avail yourself of bread and water and securely cork the

bottle of whiskey, leaving it in its crate. Happy that you’ve

made a good decision to try and steer the course of your day

away from being hammered by noon, you survey the raft for

where you want to position yourself for the parade.

You decide to...
...sit in the center of the float, regaling waving
to the crowd.
...sit on the edge of the raft, letting your feet drag
through the water.
...stand and excitedly engage with the crowd of
onlookers.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 19, 2020

T
he cool water of the river looks positively

enticing as you try and steer yourself a bit

toward sobriety. You pull your boots off and

toss them in one of the empty crates, and roll

your pants up to the knee. Iris asks what

exactly it is you are doing, and in response, you

plop down on the side of the raft with supreme

confidence (narrowly avoiding going into the river bodily

which elicits a worried gasp from Iris) and contentedly drink

from your waterskin and munch on bread as your feet glide

through the river.

 

The parade continues its slow journey down the

downstream, coming ever closer to its terminus with your

float. As you make progress, you start to see folks on the

riverbanks taking in the festivities. A number of the children

that have positioned themselves upstream run along the

riverbank keeping pace with your raft, giggling and waving at

you. You give the kids a toothy grin and wave, spewing

breadcrumbs out of your mouth which prompts a whole new

wave of laughter from your audience.

 

As you get closer to the center of town in front of your

hotel, you spot Slabshard, who has positioned himself about

15 feet into the river itself, the water level coming up to about

his bicep. Positioned on his back is Rachel, clearly enjoying

this utterly unique view of the parade. Positioned on Rachel’s

back, you recognize a package that looks an awful lot like a

brand new longbow and quiver of manticore spine arrows.

Looking to the townsfolk, you see that many are pointing and

talking, but the general atmosphere seems to be one of awe,

rather than fear, luckily.

 

The sun, the booze, and the cool water are all taking a toll

on you, and you begin to realize just how dopey you are. It

takes an effort not to lean back and once again take a nap on

this raft.

You decide to...
...give in to the sleepiness and pass out in the
middle of the parade.
...wave Slabshard over to the parade float.
...pull it together, stand up, and bask in the
thanks of the town.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac
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June 21, 2020

Y
ou smile warmly at Slabshard and Rachel and

beckon them over to the raft; they meet you just

as the float is making its way to the center of the

waterfront in full view of the assembled crowd.

The water is now deep enough that only

Slabshard’s head is visible above the water, a

tiny floating island in the slow moving river. The

elemental reaches out a massive hand to grab the side of the

raft, stopping its movement utterly.

 

“Looks like we’re both cooling off in the river,” says Rachel

while unbuckling the canvas-wrapped package strapped to

her back and passing it over to you. You unwrap the bundle to

reveal the bow which is now adorned with carvings of

running wolves. The dire wolf fang you gave to Rachel has

been cut in half, from the tip to the base, and each half

embedded on the sides of the bow’s grip. The weapon was a

masterwork before, but now it is a work of art as well.

 

You pull out an arrow as well and see that the manticore

spines have been made into truly fearsome looking missiles.

The quiver has been tooled with an image of a manticore;

these weapons are serving as quite the monument to your

victories. You sneak a glance at the crowd, all rapturously

staring at this incredible sight before them, just a casual

conversation between monster slaying heroes and

supernatural rock creatures.

 

You take a handful of arrows in your fist and thrust them

towards the sky, eliciting a massive roar from the crowd

before you and causing Iris and the townsfolk to pump their

fists in the air and cheer.

You decide to...
...ask Slabshard to guide the raft towards the
shore and the excited crowd.
...ask Slabshard to pick up the entire raft and
walk it to the shore.
...ask Slabshard and Rachel to accompany the raft
to where it will dock.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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June 24, 2020

A
s the yelling from the assembled crowd of the

shore dies down, the group comes to an

unspoken agreement to allow the parade to

finally end, and you ask Slabshard and Rachel if

they’d like to accompany you as your group

moors the raft and disembarks, a plan to which

the unusual couple happily agree.

 

You all make your way to what seems like the last possible

open space on the docks and tie up the float and congregate

on the shore to discuss plans for the rest of the day; you note

that it looks to be a little after noon.

 

Iris, her townsfolk friends, Rachel, and Slabshard are all

congregated together in a huddle, excitedly discussing what

they want to get into for the rest of the day. Rachel is

animatedly discussing a neighborhood where the families

really go all out in hiding the gifts, watching the kids have to

get really creative in ferreting them out draws crowds of

onlookers, and folks even place bets on what kid will end up

with the most presents.

 

Iris knows about a neighborhood chock full of incredible

cooks and bakers who every year are looking to one up each

other, consequently leading to a street that is lined with

tables that are packed full of incredible food. The party is also

known for the massive casks of wine that get rolled in to

accompany the food.

 

Slabshard just wants to take in as much as possible and

doesn’t want to stay put at all, just constantly roaming the

festival, meeting as many folks and seeing as many sights as

possible.

You decide to...
...say that Rachel’s plan sounds like the way to
go.
...say that Iris’s plan sounds like a lot of fun.
...say that you are going to split off for a while
on your own.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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June 26, 2020

Y
ou mention that while the drunken bread

gorging was helpful, you’re still pretty hungry

and everyone else agrees that food sounds like a

great idea right now. Iris is clearly excited at the

prospect of her plan being taken up and she

actually rubs her hands together in anticipation,

saying “this is going to be amazing guys, easily

the best meal you’ll have all year. Actually, we’re going to eat

so much it’s going to be the best three or four meals you eat

all year.”

 

Your ragtag crew sets forth into the town under the midday

sun. You pass the loggers heading the opposite direction, still

a vortex of songs, drinking, and chaos who all seem to

manage to slap you on the back as you pass. Iris’ friend

Samuel catches up with you at this point; Iris, Samuel, and

Rachel lead your party as they stride throughout the festival

which at this point is really starting to hit its stride.

 

The streets now seem to be positively covered in pastel

colors, and you begin to see something new for the first time:

rabbits. Rabbits expertly carved from heartwood, the rough

silhouettes of rabbits crudely cut from paper, delicate rabbit

shapes made from lashed together dandelions, actual real

live rabbits either running underfoot or kept in cages. It

seems that the namesake of the festival doesn’t make an

appearance until the day of.

 

You pass groups of parents, sitting on porches and

animatedly chatting with friends and neighbors, trying to

keep an eye on their children and keep them from the most

dangerous treasure hunting activities. “No Jo-Jo, there aren't

any presents hidden on the roof! Get down from there!”

 

You fall into stride next to Slabshard, both of you taking in

all the festivities swirling around you at first. You start to

count how many double takes happen as you pass, but lose

count after 40.

You ask Slabshard...
“So, do you think you’ve found a new home
here in this town?”
“Do you want to see more of this world than just
this town?”
“So uh, are you and Rachel, like a thing?”

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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June 27, 2020

Y
our group passes a street corner where a

musician is playing traditional Leporine songs

for a crowd. The performer stops mid song for

yet another double-take and stares at Slabshard;

the elemental waves back warmly and smiles.

Slabshard takes his time responding to your

question about seeing more of the world than

just this town before responding.

 

“I do think I’d like to explore more, it’s just a bit scary you

know? People have been surprisingly warm in this town, not

scared. Other than accidentally terrifying Rachel that is. Folks

might not be so accommodating elsewhere. I’m certainly

curious enough to want to try though,” says Slabshard.

 

Your group passes a puppet show portraying folks tales

about the namesake rabbits of the festival for a group of

rapturous children, each one clutching their discovered

treasures tightly. Iris shouts back that the party that you are

headed to is just ahead, right as the first wave of delightful

smells of cooking hits you, making you hungry all over again.

You respond to
Slabshard...

“You should ask to accompany Iris, she can
show you the surrounding area.”
“You could come with me if you wanted, when
I’m ready to leave.”
“I’d stay here if I were you, where it’s safe and
you have friends.”

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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July 1, 2020

Y
ou invite Slabshard to join you when you leave

the town and move on to your next destination.

“You’d be ok with that? It sounds like a

wonderful way to get to know more of this

plane. I think I’d want to come back eventually,

but I’d love to see more of this world with a well-

traveled guide like yourself,” replies Slabshard.

“Well, we can use the festival as a going away party, and head

out afterwards,” you say. It’s hard to read expressions on

Slabshard’s craggy exterior, but as far as you can tell he

seems positively giddy with excitement.

 

The delicious smells have enveloped you by the time you

finish making plans with your elemental friend, and you enter

this party inside a party. Long trestle tables line both sides of

the street, though it’s almost hard to see them, positively

covered with food and surrounded by people as they are. The

whole block is a hive of delicious activity as people move from

place to place sampling different dishes, and catching up with

friends and neighbors.

 

Iris grabs your hand and pulls you into the fray; your group

becomes the new center of attention as everyone naturally

wants to find out more about Slabshard, with the bravest of

the party-goers talking to him directly, while the more

cautious pump the rest of your group for information. Your

group becomes even more popular when everyone realizes

the manticore slaying heroes are in their midst as well.

 

A few different spots along the tables seem to beckon you:

the carving station where it appears a roast boar is being

served up, a table absolutely packed with pastries, tarts and

pies, as well as the massive barrels of wine being poured into

massive wooden tankards.

You head for the...
...carving station.
...pastry table.
...wine barrel.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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July 3, 2020

A
thick slab of meat is exactly what this

debaucherous day calls for; you make a beeline

for the carving station and before long you have

a large wooden plate, almost a platter really,

piled high with a dangerous amount of roast

boar, as well as a host of other side dishes and

local delicacies. You spot the rest of your group

settling in at one of tables lining the street and plop down

next to them with a mountain of food that could comfortably

feed a small family.

 

You listen in on what the others are discussing as you lay

into your private feast, while Rachel the whole time trying to

steal bites as you slap her hand away with a grin. Samuel and

Iris are discussing the manticore fight and how you both

managed to make sure Monster didn’t get gobbled up during

the melee. Iris says she feels bad about slashing the tack and

harness to ribbons and how she’d like to help him get it fixed

tomorrow; after a lot of sleeping in. Slabshard sits on the

ground, which brings him closer to eye level with the folks

standing around him, patiently answering questions from

party-goers as they come up to him with eyes full of wonder.

 

The table on the other side of you has a bunch of

neighborhood locals that are discussing a surprise that they

are all wildly excited about. Apparently a travelling tinker-

wizard in grey robes and a long beard passed through town a

couple months ago and folks on this street bought out his

entire stock of magical pyrotechnics that he called fyreworks.

Once it looks like most people on the street have settled in

with a pile of food and a tankard of wine, the plan is

apparently to start the show.

 

You see one of the folks nearby subtly point to a flat roofed

building where you can just make out activity on the roof as

things get set up.

You decide to...
...keep the secret of the neighborhood folks,
watching for the goofy surprised faces your
friends make.
...whisper to your friends what is about to
happen and try and find a better spot to take in
the show.
...slip away to the folks setting up the fireworks
to see if they’ll let you help.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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July 5, 2020

T
he table next to you notices that you are

listening in (evidently the tankard of wine is

affecting your capacity for stealth) but you

flash them a smile and a wink to which they

laugh in response and discreetly give you a

thumbs up.

 

Around you the party rages on as the festival truly hits its

stride and you settle in with your friends as dusk begins to

fall. You spend a couple of hours regaling Slabshard with

tales of your adventures: the slaying of massive wolves, the

friendship of ghosts, an accounting of your time with the

Illuminated Knights and their eventual demise. The more

Slabshard hears, the more he gets excited at the prospect of

striking out with you into the larger world to gather some

stories of his own.

 

Slabshard fills you in a bit about his life on his native plane

and why he left. It turns out he had the unusual and

problematic misfortune to be an earth elemental that

manifested with a mild case of claustrophobia. His life on the

elemental plane of earth was one of constant anxiety, and the

dao earth genies generally made his life miserable once they

discovered he didn’t display the typical stoicism of his

brethren, but instead a nervous, frightened demeanour. He

dedicated his life to searching out some way to pass through

from his plane to the prime material one, escaping his earthly

prison and finally experiencing the sensation of wide open

skies above.

 

The two of you are deep in conversation when out of the

corner of your eye you sense movement up on the roof you

noticed earlier. Feeling luck in your corner, you gesture

expansively upward as Slabshard mentions the sky, causing

him to also raise his gaze upwards just as the first fyrework is

launched and explodes in a riot of green, blue, and yellow

sparkling lights. He is silent with wide-eyed delight. You look

around at your friends, watching them stare with childlike

faces of wonder, their mouths agape, with wild satisfaction.

You hope the wizard
sold the townsfolk
fyreworks that take
the form of...

...flying monsters such as dragons and griffons.

...warriors with sword and shield.

...beautiful but abstract displays of color.

 

 

Inventory:
Sturdy longsword

A small ball of silk thread, dyed the color of newly

bloomed purple lilac

Masterwork wolfsfang longbow

Quiver of manticore spine arrows
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July 10, 2020

T
he spectacle of fyreworks begins with a

massive number of simple explosions

absolutely flooding the sky with light and

sound in order to get everyone’s attention.

However after this initial bid, the gang setting

off the fyreworks alternates between big shows

of more abstract colors and shapes, and

beautiful custom, and obviously magical creations that

explode into dragons, griffons, pegasi and more.

 

These creatures even appear to animate as the sparks fall

to the ground, the dragons letting out a mighty roar, the

pegasi gracefully flying. There is a lull at one point that goes

on long enough to make you all think the show might even be

over, but then three rockets are shot in rapid succession. At

first you aren’t quite sure what it is you are looking at, a

dragon and a sphinx have been shot to overlap on one

another, while a more abstract firework that releases a tight

line of shimmering sparks is behind the overlapping figures.

Then it clicks: they didn’t have a manticore so they are trying

to create one on the fly, with the dragon wings, the lion body,

the human face, and the final fireworks representing the tale.

Based on the surrounding reactions, not everyone quite

understood, but you smile warmly for the effort.

 

You lean back and let the light and sound wash over you,

happy, content, and full of good food and strong wine. The

show continues for quite a while, and you fully lay out on the

bench you are occupying. As the show winds down you

manage to stay in the conversation for a while from your

prone position, but eventually you nod off, the accumulated

revelry of the day catching up with you.

 

You awaken to Iris poking you in the ribs, “hey sleepyhead,

we’re going to head back to Samuel’s place for drinks, you

coming?”

You decide to...
...join everyone heading to the afterparty.
...go your own way and wander the streets.
...head back to the hotel and crawl into bed.
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July 13, 2020

I
ris looks expectantly at you with an impish grin as

you nod that you will in fact join everyone as you fight

through the bleary, drunken sleepiness. You fail to

extricate yourself from the bench and end up rolling

off of it and onto the ground. As you lay prone, you

can feel a shudder run through the entire street and

before you know what’s happening, Slabshard has

plucked you up off of the ground and deposited you onto his

shoulder. You blink a few times trying to clear away the

confusion of what the heck just happened before your party

takes off for Samuel’s place.

 

You find you enjoy this view of the street, riding along on

your elemental companion, resting your feet and surveying

everything before you. Slabshard has been thinking more and

more about the prospect of heading out and seeing a bit of

the world and gotten intensely excited at the prospect. You

gradually wake up on your journey to the afterparty

answering questions that Slabshard has about your travels,

and more detailed questions about your time with the

Illuminated Knights.

 

There are a few different directions that you and your

elemental friend could head out from this town and you

discuss them with Slabshard. The forest that the town is

nestled within lies in the shadow of a mountain range and a

road leads to one of the few passes through the mountains

nearby. Alternatively, this town exists at one end of the forest,

but there is a great deal left of it to explore, so the two of you

could take the road that leads through it. Finally, the river

empties out to a great sea not terribly far from here, where

you have heard tale there is a larger port city, as well as ships

travelling to far off and exotic lands.

You and Slabshard
discuss your options
and decide to head
for...

...the mountains.

...the forest.

...the sea.
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July 21, 2020

Y
our party reaches Samuel’s shop and throws

open the doors to let the cool night air roll

inside. Samuel busies himself lighting candles

and lanterns while Iris procures a mismatched

armful of cups and mugs. Rachel takes it upon

herself to uncork more than a few wine bottles.

You and your townsfolk friends make yourself

comfortable wherever there appears to be a spot that you can

settle into.

 

The energy ebbs out of the night a bit, as everyone starts

telling stories reminiscing about past festivals and parties,

reliving past glories. It doesn’t take long before people start

dropping off and passing out where they sit, curling up

among Samuel’s tools, or draped over a chair. Your nap at the

banquet has left you with a bit of a second wind, and you

intend to take advantage of that bed that you’ve paid for, not

sure when you’ll get to enjoy one again and make your way

back to the hotel.

 

You awake to find your head feeling less like it’s splitting in

two and more like a dull ache, a personal victory if ever you’ve

had one. You take your time gathering your things, washing

up in the basin, and eventually readying to leave the hotel for

good. You stop in the lobby to break your fast, and wave

goodbye to the ever friendly Greta, still staffing the lobby at

Neilson’s Hotel, bright and chipper as ever.

 

As you make your way outside, you can see Slabshard

waiting for you, nearly blocking the morning sunlight from

making its way through the hotel entrance. With him are Iris,

Rachel, and Samuel, all there to wish you well in your travels,

with promises to return back to visit no later than the next

festival, but hopefully sooner.

 

You and Slabshard walk through town as people seem to

gravitate and follow, watching the unlikely pair make their

way through the detritus of bottles and streamers left over

from the festival's debauchery. At the edge of town Slabshard

turns around to wave to the assembled townsfolk watching

you all with a wide smile plastered on his face. You wave to

the crowd a bit more halfheartedly and then tap your

travelling companion and indicate with your head it’s time to

go.

 

The trees over the road cast your travels in a motley of

shadows and pools of morning light. After walking for a few

hours you look up at the mountains before you, pointing to

the pass through their heights, now visible, and say to

Slabshard “that’s where we’re headed.”

Note:
There is no array of options to be selected here as this was the

last entry before an extended break in the story.
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February 13, 2021

S
labshard’s gaze rests upon the mountain pass

now visible through the clearing in the trees and

says, “it’s almost like home, if it weren’t for the

endless sky above it. One almost feels like you

could fall into it and never stop falling.” What

looks to you like a tiny earthquake passes through

Slabshard’s massive frame and you realize that

was a shudder of trepidation. It’s hard to imagine anything

striking fear in a creature as formidable as this, but an

endless, empty, blue void is probably as good as anything.

 

You travel through the forest for the rest of the day until

gradually the ground begins to get steeper and you see the

foothills of the range ahead. You make camp early, prepared

to rest as much as possible after the long climb sure to follow

tomorrow. You and your rocky companion take turns at the

watch, and while you keep your bow and blade close to hand,

nothing disturbs the peace of the evening.

 

You awake to a cool morning and the sound of dew

dripping amongst the undergrowth of the vast and still forest.

Slabshard looks excited to start the day, and before long

you’ve broken your fast and gathered your things. From the

looks of it, getting into the mountains proper should be

possible today by mid afternoon, and to get ready you take the

time to find a sturdy branch and quickly fashion it into a

walking stick to aid your ascent.

 

Luckily the day is bright and sunny and your honorific of

“Oxblooded” isn’t hyperbole; you and Slabshard make good

progress picking your way up among the foothills and into the

mountains proper, following the path towards the pass visible

above.

 

Eventually you find yourself at an interesting juncture

nestled among the lower mountain peaks. After stopping for

a rest you choose to explore the area a bit and find a few

different avenues before you. The path continues through the

bottom of a canyon that cuts between two steep walls of rock

above you, but in looking around you also discover a cave of

indeterminate depth not far off, as well as what appears to be

the remains of an ancient path that leads up the mountain

itself, perhaps even to the peak.

You suggest to
Slabshard to take...

...the original path through the canyon leading
to the mountain pass.
...a look at how deep the cave goes and if it
provides a route.
...an attempt at summiting the mountain and
going over the range.
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February 20, 2021

T
he cave was the last thing you discovered in

your quick scout of the area and upon finding

your companion, you see that he has

discovered the path leading up the

mountainside as well. The anxiety is palpably

showing on his face, and his features are

frozen and wide-eyed as he stares up the side

of the summit and at the clear blue expanse of the sky

beyond, oblivious to your presence. Perhaps this is all a bit

much for a fellow who is used to being hemmed in on all

sides with solid stone and earth.

 

You approach your friend and gently touch his arm,

interrupting his reverie, saying “so I scouted the area and

might have found a different way forward. There is a cave not

far from here, I’m not sure how deep it is, but perhaps there

is a cave system that we could use as a shortcut to get to the

other side of the mountains?”

 

With a sound like a gentle avalanche, you can both see and

hear the anxiety drain out of your companion’s shoulders.

“That sounds like a lovely plan Erin, we should take whatever

opportunities for adventure present themselves eh?” says

Slabshard with a nervous chuckle. You pat your friend on the

back in agreement and gather up your things to venture into

the mountainside, striking up a torch in preparation.

 

Your hunch proves correct as the cave opening turns into a

tunnel, and after about fifteen minutes of walking, that tunnel

opens up into a larger chamber where you carefully pick your

way among the stalagmites and stalactites packing the area.

It almost feels as if you were wandering directly in a demon’s

giant mouth. There appears to be three means of exiting the

chamber in addition to how you got in.

 

From one tunnel can be felt a steady and strong cold

breeze buffeting you. From another comes the faint but rich

smell of rotting organic material. From the final tunnel a

distant sound can be heard, but you aren’t sure what from this

distance. You glance towards Slabshard to gauge his

thoughts, but he shrugs in response, clearly just happy to be

in his element once again.

You decide to follow
the tunnel...

...from which the cold wind blows.

...from which the smell of rot emanates.

...from which unknown sounds can be heard.
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February 27, 2021

Y
ou gesture with your walking stick from which

the faint smell of loam and rot drifted. The earth

elemental follows your lead, but sticks close

behind you. The days of celebration in town and

travel in the wilderness are forging a strong

bond between you and your new friend. You get

the sense that Slabshard is appreciative to be

underground again, but now hovers close. You think he wants

to protect you from any dangers that may arise should this

prove to be a dangerous route, as he stands straighter and

puffs out his boulder-like chest. He was imposing to begin

with; now he seems downright monolithic.

 

You had thought the source of the smell couldn’t be too far

off, but you end up walking through a winding natural tunnel

in the mountainside for several hours. The travel is slow as

you have to pick through tight squeezes at different points,

while Slabshard effortlessly passes through the solid rock.

After wandering down a few dead ends, you finally are sure

you are on the right track as the smell of rich organic matter

gets stronger.

 

The tunnel abruptly opens up into a large chamber, the size

of which you can’t determine, outstripping the range of your

torch, and glancing over at Slabshard you see that the

chamber must be larger than the limits of his senses as well,

based on the frown etched upon his face. You smell the rich

intermingled scents of decay and growth, and you can see a

solid carpet of moss and mushrooms beginning in the

shadowy edge of the torchlight. The air is humid and you can

hear the faint sound of dripping water.

 

The heavy air and silent room feel oppressive on your skin,

neither you nor Slabshard seems willing to break the silence,

so your elemental friend begins to pick him way forward,

trying not to flatten too much plant matter under his heavy

tread. The two of you make it about fifty feet further in and it

is apparent this room must be quite massive, the echoes of

your movement taking some time to rebound. Your next step

however precipitates a sound you didn’t expect.

 

A piercing shriek rents the air with an intensity that you

can feel in your teeth and behind your eyes. First coming

from your left, then redoubled on your right as well as you

swing wildly about. After the oppressive stillness of this

place, this alarming sound is so overpowering it almost

brings you to your knees, and you can feel nausea bubble up

inside you. Looking around frantically you see naught but

moss and mushrooms as far as the eye can see.

In a desperate attempt
to make it stop you...

...run back the way you came as fast as you can.

...run forward blindly into the dark frantically.

...begin slashing with your sword at anything
and everything.
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March 6, 2021

Y
ou concentrate all the willpower you have on

your hand and arm, forcing it to clutch the torch

and keep the bubble of light surrounding you

aloft. This is no small feat as the piercing sound

feels like needles being pushed into your eyes.

With your attention focused solely on the arm

holding the torch, your legs have decided they

will formulate a plan of their own. Before you even quite

realize what is happening you find yourself running headlong

through the chamber, flattening mushrooms and sending up

clouds of spores in your wake.

 

Not quite sure what happened to Slabshard, you manage to

divert some small amount of your attention to your

surroundings and realize you can’t see him. Strangely though

you hear some other noise buried in the screaming. Sadly

there is not time to consider it as a heavy weight crashes into

your head sending you flying into the cavern floor. You have

the fleeting feeling of being cocooned in mushrooms as you

topple headfirst into the carpet of living matter surrounding

you.

 

...

 

The pain in your head is not dissimilar from that damage

wrought by the Bluebell Spirits you downed a couple weeks

back; you decide opening your eyes is not a necessary

adventure for you as of yet and content yourself with a pained

groan. You thank the red god that the sound of screaming has

ceased.

 

Before your groan you heard the walking avalanche sounds

of Slabshard, though they stopped abruptly at your noise.

After a moment of silence you hear the combined sounds of

squishing and the distress of some creature, the sound of

something being thrown, splatting against a cavern wall, and

finally your friend approaching you. There is a truly awful

smell that has filled this room that you definitely do not

remember.

You choose to...
...close your eyes again and try and fall back
asleep.
...open your eyes and grimace in pain at
Slabshard.
...make an attempt to stand up, falling several
times.
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March 13, 2021

Y
ou produce a symphonic array of grunts, curses,

pops, and groans as you finally manage to

stagger to your feet on the third try. The first

two attempts sent you flopping into the fungal

matter surrounding you, kicking up more

spores and adding a series of sneezes to your

orchestral performance. You still look a little

woozy on your feet so Slabshard has moved nearer to let you

lean on his clifflike facade.

 

“What... in the name... of the violet god... happened?” you

manage to wheeze out in between snorts and sneezes.

Slabshard opens his mouth to respond just as you hear a

slight sound directly above you. You crane your head up to

see a stalactite rapidly getting bigger in your field of vision

and heading straight for your head...

 

...until Slabshard snatches it out of the air about a foot

above you. He brings it closer and opens his fist to show what

at first glance looks like a cone of solid rock, but in actuality

has a crude gash of a mouth and a single baleful eye that

seems to observe you with hunger and anger. Before you even

quite absorb what you are seeing Slabshard clenches his fist

with the speed of a trap snapping shut, thoroughly killing the

creature. The rank ooze that drips between his fingers

answers the question of where the noxious smell is coming

from.

 

With a similar dizzying speed Slabshard rockets the dead

creature across the cavern, past the shadowy range of the

torch planted in the ground, and you see it connect with a

large fungus that lets loose the dreaded sound that initially

caused your frantic flight across the chamber. The sound only

lasts a moment however as you see it explode as the thrown

creature decimates it.

 

Slabshard says, “this room is infested with piercers above

waiting to drop on prey distracted by the shrieker

mushrooms. One of the little bastards hit you square on the

back of your head. I think I’ve gotten most of both of them

though.” Still feeling a bit unsteady of your feet, you give your

companion a hug of thanks. It appears the tunnel through

which the slow moving underground stream feeding the

room is also the way out.

You opt to...
...take the tunnel and wade through the waist-
deep water.
...take the tunnel and ask Slabshard to ride on his
shoulder.
...take the time to explore this room more
thoroughly.
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March 20, 2021

Y
ou survey the chamber around you and after

accidentally coming within range of a few

shrieker mushrooms, decide just getting the

heck out of here is the best option. As you

approach the stream you see that Slabshard is

already assessing the exit. The tunnel from

which it enters the room is not terribly tall; you

could crouch and walk on the small ledge that runs alongside

it, but Slabshard will be wading through the water, lest he

simply burrow the entire way.

 

With a loud splash the elemental drops in, swamping the

mushrooms and moss growing in the vicinity with waves of

water drenching your boots. There isn’t much to this stream

but it’s just deep enough that with Slabshard submerged you

are barely taller than him now. He looks at you expectantly

and you say “don’t suppose you’d mind giving me a ride?

Head’s still killing me...” Slabshard chuckles a bit and pats his

shoulder and you clamber on to the back of your companion.

 

The grogginess from your head wound dissipates pretty

quickly as icy cold water slops into your boots as your feet

dangle in the running water. It seems to get colder the further

in you travel, and icy deposits start cropping up on the walls

and ceiling, glowing and scattering the light from your torch.

With a sinking heart you realize that the further you travel,

the smaller the tunnel is getting; combined with the frozen

patches things are starting to get a bit cramped.

 

Just as you are about to tell Slabshard to stop so you two

can figure something out you hear him say, “there’s an

opening ahead, our luck hasn’t run out yet.” Lo and behold

after the elemental takes a few more steps there is in fact a

jagged opening in the tunnel wall that looks about big enough

to allow you passage. You disembark into the opening and are

delighted to see that down this small side tunnel you perhaps

see the barest glint of daylight reflected.

 

You pick your way through the icy passage while Slabshard

passes effortlessly through the solid rock of the mountain, his

face popping out of the stone wall occasionally to check on

you. Before too long you find yourself entering a truly massive

chamber, one side of which opens out into the wider world,

blue sky visible and cold winds buffeting the chamber. There

is another sound through the keening of the wind... deep and

heavy breathing.

You decide to...
...hide and confer with Slabshard.
...explore the chamber.
...announce your presence.
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